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PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
Designation of State Agency

The former Puerto Rico Department of Social Services (P.L 171, of June 30th, 1968, as amended) was

reorganized on July 27th, 1995, becoming the Department of the Family as established in the agency’s

Administrative Reorganization Plan 1. As part of the reorganization the agency was separated in four

(4) administrations which grouped all the social services and programs.

The Administration for the Socioeconomic Development of the Family (ADSEF) is one of the four

administrations within the Department of the Family responsible of administrating all Puerto Rico’s

federal and state welfare programs. ADSEF has eighty-eight local offices (88) (at least 1

in each municipality and shares 10 Regional offices with the other three (3) administrations). ADSEF

is the State Agency responsible for the administration of Puerto Rico’s Nutrition Assistance Program

(NAP).

ADSEF’s contact information is:

Physical Address:

Administration for Socioeconomic Development of Family (ADSEF), Department of the Family
Capitol Office Building
800 Ponce de Leon Avenue – 9th Floor, San Juan, Puerto Rico 

Mailing address:
Administration for Socioeconomic Development of Family (ADSEF) 
PO Box 8000

San Juan, P. R. 00910-0800

Phone Numbers:
(787) 289-7600 Ext. 2433, 2314
(787) (787) 289-7651
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PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
Executive Summary

The need for food assistance services in Puerto Rico has increased significantly during the last

five (5) years. The urge of families and individuals for reaching out for food support, as a result

of all the natural disasters and economic instability has affected Puerto Rican’s social and

economic wellbeing during half a decade.

Two (2) category 5 Hurricanes (Irma and Maria) in September 2017, several destructive

earthquakes at the south region of the Island in January 2020, and a still ongoing COVID 19

pandemic which started a few months later, that same year, have wedged Puerto Rican’s

families from al social-economic levels, triggering a food insecurity, island wide.

To attend the affected population’s demand for food nutrition support, ADSEF’s 2023 State

Plan of Operations (SPO) includes solutions and new strategies to address eligible families and

individual’s food insecurity. In addition, will continue developing, updating, and improving

program’s services delivery, and qualifying participants’ work experiences and training

opportunities, among others. This will be implemented according to NAP funding allocation,

and program regulations as established by the United States Department of Agriculture

(USDA), Food and Nutrition Service (FNS).

In addition, the 2023-SPO includes Puerto Rico’s economic characteristics and trends data;

such as the unemployment rate, personal and family income distribution, NAP

participant’s socioeconomic-demographic characteristics, and families’ basic cost of living

besides, Puerto Rico’s need for distributing nutrition assistance benefits.

The following is a brief description of the agency’s NAP continuation and new initiatives

proposed for FY 2023.
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Executive Summary (cont.)

FY 2023 CONTINUATION AND NEW PROPOSED INITIATIVES

1. FAMILY MARKETS: ADSEF will continue the development of the Family Markets, by

extending the collaborative agreement between ADSEF, the Department of Agriculture,

and the Administration for Agricultural Businesses Development (ADEA).

2. ADSEF DIGITAL: Continue with the development and improvement of “ADSEF DIGITAL”.

This tool was developed to allow the needy population to apply for NAP benefits and

services through an online application. The system includes coordinated appointments

through the TURNOS.PR application which provides for requesting online appointments

with NAP caseworkers for recertifications, changes, and other services.

3. PURCHASES ONLINE: ADSEF will continue developing the NAP Purchases online program.

Currently, NAP participants can order their food purchases online, however, cannot

complete de transaction. They are required to assist in person to the food retailer in order

to finalized the purchase.

4. WORK REQUIREMENT: As requested by the PR Fiscal Oversight Management Board, ADSEF

will continue with the implementation of the NAP Work Requirement for abled-bodies

without dependents participants. As part of this initiative, the staff will continue and

complete the trainings provided by FNS, start orientation and training process for eligible

participants and complete the re certification process.

5. NEW EBT PROVIDER SELECTION: Complete the RFP/bid process for selecting Puerto Rico’s

new EBT provider.
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Executive Summary (cont.)

FY 2023 CONTINUATION AND NEW PROPOSED INITIATIVES (cont.)

6. NAP CALL CENTER: The RFP process for establishing a NAP call center will be continued

and completed.

7. NAP IMAGING CENTER: ADSEF proposes to implement an Imaging Center which will be

responsible of the digitalization and processing of NAP program’s documents. The process

will start by digitalizing NAP participants’ files since this is necessary in order to fully

implement the ADSEF Digital initiative.

8. NAP RESTARURANT MEALS PROGRAM: ADSEF proposed to implement a Restaurant Meals

Program for NAP participants with special needs populations.

9. NAP MOBILE EMERGENCY SERVICES: For the 2023 SPO, ADSEF proposes to acquire a

mobile vehicle equipped to reach and provide NAP benefit services to hard-to-reach,

isolated, and emergency declared areas in Puerto Rico.
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Executive Summary (cont.)

SIGNED MOUs

The following table provides details of the memorandums of understanding (MOU) in-force,

between ADSEF and other state /federal agencies related to NAP operations or projects.

AGENCY IMPLEMENTATION 
PERIOD PURPOSE

Social Security Administration
From March 21, 2022 Death Files

Puerto Rico Department of Economic 
Development (WIOA)

6/28/2022 – 12/31/2024 E&T 

Puerto Rico Department of Education
04/19/2022 -09/30/2023

PR Municipalities Revenue Collection Center
(CRIM)

Pending to be signed

ASUME
Pending to be signed

PR Department of Agriculture
07/01/2022 -06/30/2023 Family Markets

General services Administration 07/01/2022 - 06/30/2023
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Statement of Goals and Objectives (cont.)

The Food Stamp Act of 1977, as amended, and the American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act of 2009, authorizes payments to the Government of Puerto Rico for the NAP which is
designed to promote the general welfare and safeguard the health and wellbeing of the
Nation’s population by raising the levels of nutrition among low income-households. The
Government of Puerto Rico authorizes the Department of the Family through ADSEF, to
implement the NAP.

The mission of the Department of Family is to improve the overall health and well-being of
our children and families, facilitate self-management and auto- sufficiency of individuals,
families, and communities, and promote strengthening, with sensitivity and respect
for their needs and aspirations for development.

The Department of the Family’s fundamental commitments are:

1. Family Violence Prevention, particularly children and adolescents’ abuse.
2. Strengthening families and preventing child abuse and neglect
3. Protecting children when abuse or neglect has occurred
4. Ensuring that every child and youth has a permanent family or family connection.
5. Safety—Preventing and responding to child abuse.
6. Permanency—Stabilizing children’s living situations and preserving family

relationships and connections.
7. Well-Being—Enhancing families’ capacity to meet their children’s physical, mental

health, and educational needs.
8. Support Families to promote self-reliance and development. 
9. Dignifying life for seniors and people with special needs. 
10. Empower individuals, families, and communities. 
11. Support homeless. 
12. Developing opportunities for women heads of family and domestic violence

survivors. 
13. Developing transparency in management of all finances. 
14. Using technology for efficiency and effectiveness of processes and services

given to the community. 
15. Promoting fair and adequate alimony. 
16. Making a fair Puerto Rico with equal opportunities for all.



Battle childhood maltreatment 

Socioeconomic Development 

Promote family support
networks & community living

Develop human resources
to increase auto sufficiency.

Offer agile and efficient
services to the community 

ADSEF’s vision is to help low-income families/individuals improve their quality of life and access
to social justice. The agency’s mission is to provide social and economic development
opportunities to disadvantaged families by providing them opportunities to achieve society’s
self-sufficiency and integration
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Statement of Goals and Objectives (cont.)

The following diagram represents ADSEF’S main priorities .
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Statement of Goals and Objectives (cont.)

Since the COVID-19 Pandemic started in 2020 ADSEF has been forced to modify and re-structure

NAP services’ delivery approach. The agency has developed  “ADSEF Online “ a virtual application to 

provide NAP participants an alternative to  contactless and remote online services and help the 

agency achieve the goals traced. However, ADSEF is evaluating additional alternatives to 

complement this initiative.

For NAP SOP FY 2023, ADSEF has established the following goals:

1. Continue improving “ADSEF Digital”, and Turnos.PR online services tools.

2. Continue coordinating and expanding the Family Markets in collaboration with the PR 

Department of Agriculture the Family .

3. Complete the NAP participants’ recertification process.

4. Continue with the Workforce Requirement personnel’s trainings and Implementation process. 

5. Complete EBT RFP and start competition process to select new provider.

6. Complete NAP technology Assessment. 

7. Continue improving NAP Nutrition Education Program. 

8. Continue with the implementation of the NAP Online Purchases Program.

9. Reach the Measurement of Efforts and Results System (MER) goal, on annual reports’

error rate as required by FNS.

10. Complete the RFP process and Implement the NAP Call center.

11. Establish the PR NAP Imaging Center.

12. Develop and implement the NAP Restaurants’ Meal Program (RMP).

13. Acquire a mobile vehicle unit to establish the NAP Emergency Mobile Services.

14. Develop a robust outreach campaign to inform participants on benefits changes, new and

current services, re-certification and certification processes, Family Markets locations,

eligibility for work requirement, among other NAP related services and improvements.
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Needs Assessment and Current Statistics

Puerto Rico’s Economic Status Quo (cont.)

Puerto Rico’s economy has been experiencing a significant slowdown for almost a

decade. The origins of this recession started with the constant increase on oil prices,

reduced personal consumption, the financial and fiscal adjustments implemented by the

Financial Oversight and Management Board (FOMB) to reduce the public debt, a

deterioration in the labor market, and a hold on the construction activity due to the

COVID 19 pandemic.

It has taken almost two (2) years, since the pandemic started in year 2020 for our

economy to return to quasi normal operations. However, as a result of the COVID-19,

substantial operational changes in government and businesses services delivery have

become an important challenge today. The need to invest in new mechanisms, as

advance technology and applications to continue operating, has led to an increased in

the cost of services, products, and living, affecting al economic sectors of our society.

Colmena66 conducted a poll in Puerto Rico in which concluded that 57% of business in

Puerto Rico had to closed temporarily due to COVID 19, 10% started operating virtually,

3% closed permanently and other 3% was on the verge of closing. In addition, from a

total of four thousand (4,000) restaurants 50% were expected to close due to the

pandemic.

Regarding unemployment rate in Puerto Rico, the Department of Labor’s most recent

statistics reported a 6.1% for June 2022. This represents 2.2% reduction when

comparing with June 2021 which reached an 8.3% unemployment rate.
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Needs Assessment and Current Statistics

Puerto Rico’s Economic Status Quo (cont.)

The estimate number of employed people by June 2022, seasonally adjusted, was

1,126,000 workers. When compared to May 2022 (1,134,000), it reflected a reduction of

8,000 people. Compared to June 2021 (1,072,000), the total number of people employed

indicated an increase of 54,000 people.

By June 2022 there were an estimate number of 1,200,000 people as part of the working

group. This data, which represents the sum of employed people and unemployed people

who are actively looking for work, demonstrated a decrease of 9,000 people, when

compared to May 2022 (1,209,000). Compared to June 2021 (1,168,000), the working

group had increased by 32,000 people.

Self-Employment - The Puerto Rico Department of Labor and Human Resources (PR-DLHR)

informed that the seasonally adjusted estimate for self employed individuals as of June

2021, was 170,000 versus 177,000 reported on June 2020.

Finally, the June data show that 59.1% of the inactive population is 55 years of age or older.

Meanwhile, the segment of 25 to 54 years and the young population of 16 to 24 years

represented 24.2% and 16.7%, respectively.
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Needs Assessment and Current Statistics (cont.)

In terms of population, statistics reflect a constant decrease for more than a decade. The table
below demonstrates the most recent total population from year 2014 until 2022.
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There are several reasons that have contributed to this significant migration:

 High unemployment rate

 Less economic assistance when compared with the rest of the states or territories

 Government’s Bankruptcy

 Fiscal Oversight and Management Board

 Hurricane Maria 2017 and other natural disasters occurred afterwards

 COVID 19 Pandemic
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Needs Assessment and Current Statistics (cont.)

POPULATION AND POVERTY

Puerto Rico’s high poverty index and its challenging financial situation have a direct impact

on NAP’s goal of reducing hunger and increasing food security by providing low-moderate

income individuals and working families access to food and a healthy diet. NAP provides

food support benefits to Puerto Rico’s economic disadvantaged residents.

The NAP 2023 State Plan of Operations (SPO) establishes participants’ basic needs and

criteria for the nutrition assistance funds distribution and administration. The Plan describes

the Administration’s policies and general procedures used to determine eligibility,

benefits distribution and calculation methods, organization, and administrative control

systems for the operation and administration of an effective program. Most of the

eligibility requirements, fully described in this SPO are validated through the Automated

Case Management System (SAIC, Spanish acronym). This substantially improves, the quality

of the eligibility determination process, therefore, reducing the percent of errors and fraud.

Puerto Rico has as land and water area of only 13,790 km2 (5,324 square miles), a

coastline of 501 km (311 miles) and a population of approximately 3,252,407 (Census –

Annual Estimates for 2022). This is broken down as 52.7% women and 47.3% men. From

these 16.7% are under 18 years old and 22.7% of the population is over 65 years old. The

population density reflects 323 people per square kilometer. Puerto Rico’s population

density is among the ten (10) highest in the United States, above states such as Florida and

New York. Current estimates show a decrease of approximately 0.11% of the population.

For more than 50 years, Puerto Ricans have been migrating mostly to the United States

due to the low job wages, disparity in federal benefits and very low food support benefits,

among others.

Forty-seven percent (47%) of Puerto Rico’s population is currently receiving NAP benefits.

From this total, ninety point five per cent (90.5%) of the females’ head of families depend

on TANF and NAP benefits as their main sources of income.
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Needs Assessment and Current Statistics (cont.)

POPULATION AND POVERTY (cont.)

Even though the total number of participants decreased from las year 2021-22, food

insecurity is still a major problem in Puerto Rico.

Puerto Rican families, living under poverty levels, have less than a four hundred eighty

dollars ($480.00) monthly income, this includes any government’s support. What follows is a

table which compares states and territories income.

The maximum NAP allotment for an individual in Puerto Rico is $140.00 monthly. For each

family member 60 years old and over, they receive an additional 20% in benefits up to the

maximum allotment per month, which adds to $168.00. Participants might receive a slight

increase in benefits per month, depending on the monthly percentage adjustment.

Persons in Family or Household
48 Contiguous States, D.C., 

Guam & Virgin Island
Alaska Hawaii

1 $12,880 $16,090 $14,820

2 $17,420 $21,770 $20,040

3 $21,960 $27,450 $25,260

4 $26,500 $33,130 $30,480

5 $31,040 $38,810 $35,700

6 $35,580 $44,490 $40,920

7 $40,120 $50,170 $46,140

8 $44,660 $55,850 $51,360

For each additional person add: $4,540 $5,680 $5,220



OBJECTIVE 01

Develop and protect 
human capital.

OBJECTIVE 02

Correct structural issues, 
bolster economic growth 
efforts, and utilize areas of 
opportunity.

OBJECTIVE 03

Improve Puerto Rico’s 
competitiveness through 
less regulation, energy 
reform and other various 
structural reforms.

OBJECTIVE 06

Position Puerto Rico as 
a global investment 

destination.

OBJECTIVE 05

Upgrade policies of public 
private partnership investment 

in energy, water, waste 
management, and other 

infrastructure projects.

OBJECTIVE 04

Increase labor force
flexibility and create
high quality jobs.

OBJECTIVE 07

Develop a safe, 
educated, healthy and 

sustainable society

ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE

Puerto Rico continues to face increasing economic pressures. A weak labor market together

with fiscal constraints, remain the main causes affecting the local economy recovery.

However, the devastation caused by Hurricanes Irma and María, the several earthquakes

which stroked the Islands’ south region, several tropical storms and the COVID-19

Pandemic has given us the opportunity to redesign major components of the Island’s

critical infrastructure, invest in the quality and resiliency of public and private buildings,

restructure and modernize systems and reevaluate service delivery.

PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
Needs Assessment and Current Statistics (cont.)
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Needs Assessment and Current Statistics (cont.)

Nutrition Assistance Program Participants

The following table represents the average number of household units, household members,
and monthly benefits distributed from October 2021 to July 2022.
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NUTRITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS (cont.)

Nutrition Assistance Program Monthly Participation and Benefits FY 2022

Average of NAP Participants and Households FY 2022 (October 2021 to July 2022

MONTH
HOUSEHOLD 

UNITS
HOUSEHOLD 

MEMBERS
BENEFITS

October 2021 877,810 
1,559,267 $281,387,788 

November 2021 878,445 
1,558,546 $289,079,169 

December 2021 878,758 
1,558,211 $286,678,136 

January 2022 873,321 
1,547,312 $285,569,374 

February 2022 852,490 
1,508,762 $284,659,062 

March 2022 814,143 
1,443,585 $280,754,761 

April 2022 791,292 
1,399,679 $275,932,353 

May 2022 798,021 
1,411,855 $277,177,936 

June 2022 801,488 
1,417,514 $253,533,277 

July 2022 802,388 
1,418,221 $206,937,260 

Federal FY
Number of 
Households

Households Members Benefits

2021-2022 836,816 1,482,295 $272,170,912



NAP PARTICIPANTS BY GENDER AS OF JULY 2022

MEN

41 % OF ALL NAP 
PARTICIPANTS ARE 

MEN

WOMEN

59 % OF ALL NAP 
PARTICIPANTS ARE 

WOMEN

PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
Needs Assessment and Current Statistics (cont.)

The graphic below demonstrates the percent of NAP participants by gender.
Women are the leading group with 59% (233,999) of the total participants, and
men represent the 41% (160,254) of NAP participants.



NAP PARTICIPANTS PER AGE GROUP

Participants 25-44 years old

Participants  60+ years old

Participants 45-59 years old

Participants 0-17  years old

Participants 18-24  years old

PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
Needs Assessment and Current Statistics (cont.)

As shown in the graphic below, the biggest NAP participation group are adults between 25 and

44 years old 28% (508,382). Followed by individuals 60+ years old with 22% (394,254). The

third group are participants between ages 45 to 59 with 21% (378,200). The fourth group are

participants between 0 to 17 years old with 17% (315,314), and the last group, which is the

smallest representation within NAP participants are participants between 18 and 24 years old

with a 12% (209,100).
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CRITERIA FOR NAP FUNDS DISTRIBUTION

During year 2020 ADSEF developed an eligibility and application online system which served as

a contactless method to apply for benefits, to keep the social distance and prevent the spread

of the virus, as requested and mandated by the Government of Puerto Rico during the first

year of the COVID 19 pandemic. ADSEF has continued developing and improving this online

system in order to facilitate participants’ access to services without assisting to a local office.

Currently, local offices are using ADSEF Digital, which is the online application and services tool

In order to determine applicant’s eligibility to NAP benefits. ADSEF has continued revising the

agency’s eligibility process guidelines (PR Regulation No. 8684, dated December 28, 2015 -

Rules for Determining Applicants Eligibility for the NAP Benefits).

Criteria for funding distribution includes the following:

Requirements for eligibility are determine mainly by participants’ income level and

resources, with slight variations aimed at simplifying eligibility requirements and reducing

fraud as much as possible. Eligibility parameters are determined through the SAIC. The

specific eligibility requirements are described below.

ELIGIBILITY 
REQUIREMENTS

REGULAR 
DISTRIBUTION 
METHOD

BENEFIT  
CALCULATION 
METHOD
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ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

NON-FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS

The following diagram demonstrates the non-financial requirements for NAP benefits Eligibility.

SAIC Eligibility Requirements

FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS

Financial eligibility for NAP benefits is based on the household’s size and net income. Applicable income

deductions are employed before final benefit determination, in accordance with Regulation No. 8684. On

September 2018, ADSEF incorporated special deductions for unemployment and earned incomes, and 50%

for retirement, veterans, and Social Security pensions, as approved by FNS in August 2018.

SPECIAL DEDUCTIONS

Child Support Deduction 

The Child Support Deduction allows household to subtract the costs of legally-obligated child support

payments paid to or for, a non-household member, including payments made to a third party on behalf of

the non-household member. Amounts paid toward arrearages are also deductible. However, alimony

payments made to or for a non-household member are not included when applying the Child Support

Deduction.

If a parent informally pays child support without a court order, those payments are not deducted when

calculating income.

NON-FINANCIAL 
REQUIREMENTS

VERIFICATION
IDENTITY

PROOF  
PR RESIDENCE

US CITIZEN/ 
LEGAL ALIEN

PROOF LEGAL 
ALIEN

Years 5-17 
enrolled in 
School or 

homeschooling 
System

SOCIAL 
SECURITY 

VERIFICATION
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CRITERIA FOR NAP FUNDS DISTRIBUTION

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA (cont.)

The table below details the participants’ eligible deductions. Changes as of January 2023 due to the

increase of the minimum wage from $8.50 to $9.50. Maximum Deduction of 50%, salary increases

from $900 to $1,000 Maximum Net Income

Since FY 2015, ADSEF has been qualifying college students with at least one parent sixty years old or more

(60 +) or disabled for NAP benefits. There are considered economically independent therefore eligible for

benefits.This was approved by FNS on September 1st , 2015.
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RESOURCES AND NAP MAXIMUM BASIC BENEFITS

The maximum allowable resources for a household is $5,000 except for households with a 60+

year-old member, in which that case can go up to $15,000. Disability benefits under the Social

Security Act, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) or disability retirement benefits

from a governmental agency will not be included for eligibility determination purposes.

The following table represents a comparison between Puerto Rico’s allowable income per

household to be eligible to receive NAP benefits and the US continental, Hawaii, Alaska’s

SNAP allowable income to receive SNAP benefits per household’s composition.

Household  Puerto Rico
 Puerto Rico     

(Jan 2023)
Continental States, DC, 
Guam and Virgin Islands Alaska Hawaii

1 $619 $673 $1,074 $1,341 $1,235
2 $1,179 $1,319 $1,452 $1,815 $1,670
3 $1,706 $1,926 $1,830 $2,288 $2,105
4 $2,206 $2,416 $2,209 $2,761 $2,540
5 $2,666 $2,906 $2,587 $3,235 $2,975
6 $3,199 $3,396 $2,965 $3,708 $3,410
7 $3,599 $3,886 $3,344 $4,181 $3,845
8 $4,112 $4,376 $3,722 $4,655 $4,280
9 $4,632 $4,866 $4,101 $5,129 $4,715

10 $5,152 $5,356 $4,480 $5,603 $5,150
11 $5,666 $5,846 $4,859 $6,077 $5,585
12 $6,186 $6,336 $5,238 $6,551 $6,020
13 $6,699 $6,826 $5,617 $7,025 $6,455
14 $7,219 $7,316 $5,996 $7,499 $6,890
15 $7,732 $7,806 $6,375 $7,973 $7,325
16 $8,252 $8,296 $6,754 $8,447 $7,760
17 $8,766 $8,786 $7,133 $8,921 $8,195
18 $9,286 $9,276 $7,512 $9,395 $8,630
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RESOURCES AND NAP MAXIMUM BASIC BENEFITS

The following table represents the new NAP benefits increases per US Congress allocations for FY 2023.

JUSTIFICATION ADDITIONAL INCREASE FOR VIEQUES AND CULEBRA’S RESIDENTS

Residents of the Municipality Islands of Vieques and Culebra face the challenge of acquiring nutritious

affordable food due to their limited access to the mainland’s principal food retailers. In returned they must

purchase their groceries at small retailers, which are limited and where the prices are higher than in the

mainland. Consequently, many of these NAP participants, waist a complete day traveling to the mainland and

back by Ferry to complete their food purchases. This is a big disadvantage when comparing with the rest of

the NAP population living in the mainland.

HOUSEHOLD SIZE ACTUAL 
INCOME LIMIT

MAX REGULAR 
BENEFIT 

MAX BENEFIT VIEQUES 
& CULEBRA 

1 $         619 $           165 $         198.00 
2 $     1,179 $           302 $         362.00 
3 $     1,706 $           434 $         520.00 
4 $     2,206 $           551 $         661.00 
5 $     2,666 $           654 $         784.00 
6 $     3,199 $           785 $         942.00 
7 $     3,599 $           868 $      1,041.00 
8 $     4,112 $       1,017 $      1,220.00 
9 $     4,632 $       1,166 $      1,399.00 
10 $     5,152 $       1,316 $      1,579.00 
11 $     5,666 $       1,465 $      1,758.00 
12 $     6,186 $       1,614 $      1,936.00 
13 $     6,699 $       1,763 $      2,115.00 
14 $     7,219 $       1,912 $      2,294.00 
15 $     7,732 $       2,061 $      2,473.00 
16 $     8,252 $       2,211 $      2,653.00 
17 $     8,766 $       2,360 $      2,832.00 
18 $     9,286 $       2,509 $      3,010.00 

[1] Add  $33 for each older adult 60 years old or more.
[2] Maximum benefits levels adjustment for Culebra and Vieques’ residents due to a 20% increase, over the mainland’s food costs, please     
refer to PR DACO study attached.
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RESOURCES AND NAP MAXIMUM BASIC BENEFITS

The Table bellow details PR Maximum Monthly benefits levels by household’s composition

(effective date October 2022)

Household Puerto Rico
Continental States 
and DC Alaska Hawaii Guam

Virgin 
Islands

1 $140 $250 $500 $472 $369 $322 
2 $257 $459 $917 $865 $677 $590 
3 $368 $658 $1,313 $1,239 $969 $845 
4 $468 $835 $1,667 $1,573 $1,231 $1,074 
5 $556 $992 $1,980 $1,868 $1,462 $1,275 
6 $666 $1,190 $2,376 $2,242 $1,754 $1,530 
7 $737 $1,316 $2,626 $2,478 $1,939 $1,691 
8 $842 $1,504 $3,002 $2,832 $2,216 $1,933 
9 $948 $1,692 $3,377 $3,186 $2,433 $2,175 

10 $1,053 $1,880 $3,752 $3,540 $2,650 $2,417 
11 $1,158 $2,068 $4,127 $3,894 $2,867 $2,659 
12 $1,263 $2,256 $4,502 $4,248 $3,084 $2,901 
13 $1,369 $2,444 $4,877 $4,602 $3,301 $3,143 
14 $1,474 $2,632 $5,252 $4,956 $3,518 $3,385 
15 $1,579 $2,820 $5,627 $5,310 $3,735 $3,627 
16 $1,684 $3,008 $6,002 $5,664 $3,952 $3,869 
17 $1,790 $3,196 $6,377 $6,018 $4,169 $4,111 
18 $1,895 $3,384 $6,752 $6,372 $4,386 $4,353 


STATEPLAN2022

		CASOS		PARTICIPANTES		FEMENINO		MASCULINO		OTROS		0-17		0-4		5-13		14-17		18-24		25-44		45-59		60-64		65-69		70-74		75-79		80-74		85+		INCAPACITADOS		DEAMBULANTES		ESTUDIANTE		TRABAJA		SALARIOS		SEGUROSOCIAL		RETIRO		SININGRESO		BENEFICIOOTORGADO		OTROSINGRESOS

		802300		1423739		816197		607527		15		315314		63047		170570		81693		136112		331570		246489		95758		86000		74620		62916		40004		34956		88294		3531		257058		219523		211237		437136		42509		342621		206828741.92		303987



Gender





FEMENINO	MASCULINO	816197	607527	
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		Region		 Elderly		Disabled		Homeless

		AGUADILLA		32,783		7,568		45

		ARECIBO		51,446		14,471		273

		BAYAMON		57,862		13,317		281

		CAGUAS		38,409		8,656		350

		CAROLINA		34,318		5,819		229

		GUAYAMA		21,165		6,592		87

		HUMACAO		31,577		9,316		239

		MAYAGÜEZ		34,735		5,657		184

		PONCE		55,989		11,539		271

		SAN JUAN		35,970		5,359		1,572

		Grand Total		394,254		88,294		3,531





Sheet4

		Fecha 		0-5

		202108		244,443

		202109		256,716

		202110		262,127

		202111		176,169

		202112		177,862

		202201		178,729

		202202		177,270

		202203		174,401

		202204		172,118

		202205		177,491

		202108		244443

		202109		256716

		202110		262127

		202111		176169

		202112		177862

		202201		178729

		202202		177270

		202203		174401

		202204		172118

		202205		177491
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		AGUADILLA		26628		32783		18549		14234		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8118		7296		6255		5226		3191		2697		32783		0		14		10		1882		2351		27087		2877		3632		5979724		545

		ARECIBO		42414		51446		29617		21829		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		12472		11178		9677		8484		5232		4403		51446		0		27		16		2308		2725		42135		4418		6511		9384424		792

		BAYAMON		49126		57862		35288		22574		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		14345		12315		10443		9168		6146		5445		57862		0		51		40		3137		4065		44599		4401		8266		10688945		1410

		CAGUAS		32216		38409		22770		15639		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9605		8478		7173		5912		3835		3406		38409		0		53		13		1965		2392		30736		2964		4909		7038904		808

		CAROLINA		29368		34318		21217		13101		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7965		7198		6454		5625		3780		3296		34318		0		41		18		2022		2566		26508		2793		4770		6302797		967

		GUAYAMA		17660		21165		12286		8879		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5190		4706		4115		3401		2031		1722		21165		0		11		5		931		1155		17367		2329		2539		3813499.56		356

		HUMACAO		26597		31577		18655		12922		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7633		6834		6147		5199		3111		2653		31577		0		33		10		1156		1477		26042		2714		3939		5721373		455

		MAYAGÜEZ		29016		34735		20741		13993		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7501		7302		6882		5954		3803		3293		34735		0		43		13		1998		2464		28613		3587		3801		6345630.95		838

		PONCE		46291		55989		32320		23669		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		14056		12699		10781		8616		5324		4513		55989		0		53		19		3081		3670		44091		5312		7794		10312239.44		1184

		SAN JUAN		32573		35970		22556		13414		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8873		7994		6693		5331		3551		3528		35970		0		322		28		2526		3059		24538		2112		7737		6785593		1238

																												95758		86000		74620		62916		40004		34956

								Females		Males																		60-64		65-69		70-74		75-79		80+

				331889		394254		233,999		160,254		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		95,758		86,000		74,620		62,916		74,960						648		172		21006		25924		311716		33507		53898		72373129.95		8593



				Month		Household Units		Household Members		Benefits

				Oct-21		877,810		1,559,267		$281,387,788

				Nov-21		878,445		1,558,546		$289,079,169

				Dec-21		878,758		1,558,211		$286,678,136

				Jan-22		873,321		1,547,312		$285,569,374

				Feb-22		852,490		1,508,762		$284,659,062

				Mar-22		814,143		1,443,585		$280,754,761

				Apr-22		791,292		1,399,679		$275,932,353

				May-22		798,021		1,411,855		$277,177,936

				Jun-22		801,488		1,417,514		$253,533,277

				Jul-22		802,388		1,418,221		$206,937,260

										$2,721,709,116



By Gender





Females	Males	233999	160254	



60  years & Over





60-64	65-69	70-74	75-79	80+	95758	86000	74620	62916	74960	
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		AGUADILLA		63888		114635		63362		51269		4		23379		4643		12351		6384		10618		26439		21416		8118		7296		6255		5226		3191		2697		32783		7568		45		18263		20170		18712		37726		3934		23588		16683105		22449
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				331889		394254		233999		160254		1		0		0		0		315,314		209,100		508,382		378,200		394,254								394,254		233,999		394,254		44,282		2,582		141,282		25924		311716		33507		53898		72373129.95		8593

																																																								Participants				816197		607527

																																																						Female		816,197				888296		607527

																																																						Male		607,527

																																																						Elderly		394,254

																																																						Disabled		88,294

																																																						Homeless		3,531



				Month		Household Units		Household Members		Benefits

				Oct-21		877,810		1,559,267		$281,387,788

				Nov-21		878,445		1,558,546		$289,079,169

				Dec-21		878,758		1,558,211		$286,678,136

				Jan-22		873,321		1,547,312		$285,569,374

				Feb-22		852,490		1,508,762		$284,659,062

				Mar-22		814,143		1,443,585		$280,754,761

				Apr-22		791,292		1,399,679		$275,932,353

				May-22		798,021		1,411,855		$277,177,936

				Jun-22		801,488		1,417,514		$253,533,277

				Jul-22		802,388		1,418,221		$206,937,260

										$2,721,709,116



Age Groups













0-17	18-24	25-44	45-59	60+	315314	209100	508382	378200	394254	





Particpants	Female	Male	233999	160254	



Populations



Female	

Participants	816197	Male	

Participants	607527	Elderly	

Participants	394254	Disabled	

Participants	88294	Homeless	

Participants	3531	
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		Household		Puerto Rico		Continental States and DC		Alaska		Hawaii		Guam		Virgin Islands

		1		$140		$250		$500		$472		$369		$322

		2		$257		$459		$917		$865		$677		$590

		3		$368		$658		$1,313		$1,239		$969		$845

		4		$468		$835		$1,667		$1,573		$1,231		$1,074

		5		$556		$992		$1,980		$1,868		$1,462		$1,275

		6		$666		$1,190		$2,376		$2,242		$1,754		$1,530

		7		$737		$1,316		$2,626		$2,478		$1,939		$1,691

		8		$842		$1,504		$3,002		$2,832		$2,216		$1,933

		9		$948		$1,692		$3,377		$3,186		$2,433		$2,175

		10		$1,053		$1,880		$3,752		$3,540		$2,650		$2,417

		11		$1,158		$2,068		$4,127		$3,894		$2,867		$2,659

		12		$1,263		$2,256		$4,502		$4,248		$3,084		$2,901

		13		$1,369		$2,444		$4,877		$4,602		$3,301		$3,143

		14		$1,474		$2,632		$5,252		$4,956		$3,518		$3,385

		15		$1,579		$2,820		$5,627		$5,310		$3,735		$3,627

		16		$1,684		$3,008		$6,002		$5,664		$3,952		$3,869

		17		$1,790		$3,196		$6,377		$6,018		$4,169		$4,111

		18		$1,895		$3,384		$6,752		$6,372		$4,386		$4,353





SQL

		SELECT

    COUNT (DISTINCT (D.SEG_SOC_JEFE_SERV)) CASOS,
    COUNT (*) PARTICIPANTES,
    SUM(DECODE(C.SEXO,'F',1,0)) FEMENINO,
    SUM(DECODE(C.SEXO,'M', 1,0)) MASCULINO,
    SUM(DECODE(C.SEXO,'F', 0,DECODE(C.SEXO,'M', 0,1))) OTROS,

    sum(case when nvl(c.edad,0) between  0 and 17  or nvl(c.edad,0) < 0 then 1 else 0 end)  AS "0-17",
    sum(case when nvl(c.edad,0) between 0 and 4 then 1 else 0 end)  AS "0-4",
    sum(case when nvl(c.edad,0) between 5 and 13 then 1 else 0 end)  AS "5-13",
    sum(case when nvl(c.edad,0) between 14 and 17 then 1 else 0 end)  AS "14-17",
    sum(case when nvl(c.edad,0) between 18 and 24 then 1 else 0 end)  AS "18-24",
    sum(case when nvl(c.edad,0) between 25 and 44 then 1 else 0 end)  AS "25-44",
    sum(case when nvl(c.edad,0) between 45 and 59 then 1 else 0 end)  AS "45-59",
    sum(case when nvl(c.edad,0) between 60 and 64 then 1 else 0 end)  AS "60-64",
    sum(case when nvl(c.edad,0) between 65 and 69 then 1 else 0 end)  AS "65-69",
    sum(case when nvl(c.edad,0) between 70 and 74 then 1 else 0 end)  AS "70-74",
    sum(case when nvl(c.edad,0) between 75 and 79 then 1 else 0 end)  AS "75-79",
    sum(case when nvl(c.edad,0) between 80 and 84 then 1 else 0 end)  AS "80-74",
    sum(case when nvl(c.edad,0) > 84  then 1 else 0 end)  AS "85+",
    SUM(DECODE(C.INCAPACIDAD_VERIFICADA,'S',DECODE (SIGN (59 - nvl(c.edad,19)),-1, 0, 1),0)) AS INCAPACITADOS,
    SUM(DECODE(C.COD_PROBLEMA,'DEAS',1,DECODE(C.COD_PROBLEMA,'DECO',1,0))) AS DEAMBULANTES,
    SUM(DECODE(C.COD_OCUPACION,'ESTU',1,0)) ESTUDIANTE,
    SUM(CASE WHEN NVL(C.INGRESO_DEVENGADO,0) > 0 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END  ) TRABAJA,
    count(distinct CASE WHEN NVL(D.JRNL_SALRIO_ADIEST,0) > 0 THEN d.seg_soc_jefe_serv END  ) SALARIOS,
    SUM(CASE WHEN NVL(D.PENSION_SS,0) > 0 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END  ) SEGUROSOCIAL,
    sum(case when NVL(d.Retiro,0) > 0 then 1 else 0 end) Retiro ,
    sum(case when nvl(JRNL_SALRIO_ADIEST,0) + nvl(PENSION_SS,0) + nvl(OTROS_INGR_PENS,0) + NVL(d.Retiro,0) = 0 then 1 else 0 end ) siningreso,
    sum (case when d.seg_soc_jefe_serv = c.seg_soc_beneficiario or  c.seg_soc_beneficiario is null then d.beneficio_calculado else 0 end ) beneficiootorgado,
    SUM(CASE WHEN NVL(D.OTROS_INGR_PENS,0) > 0 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END  ) OTROSINGRESOS 
from DETALLE_EMISION_SERVICIO_TBL D
    left join DETALLE_EMISION_BENEF_TBL c
    on d.FECHA_EMISION_PARAM = c.FECHA_EMISION_PARAM
    and d.dia_emision_param = c.dia_emision_param
    AND d.TIPO_EMISION_PARAM = c.TIPO_EMISION_PARAM
    AND d.PROGRAMA_PARAM = c.PROGRAMA_PARAM
    and d.categoria = c.categoria
    AND nvl(d.COD_SERVICIO_PARAM,' ') = nvl(c.COD_SERVICIO_PARAM,' ')
    and  C.COD_PARENT_RELACION_SERV IN ('BNPR','BNSC','NCAL','ENNE','ENSO')
    and d.seg_soc_jefe_fam= c.SEG_SOC_JEFE_fam
    AND d.seg_soc_jefe_serv= c.SEG_SOC_JEFE_SERV
    AND d.cod_servicio = c.COD_SERVICIO

    inner join RMO R
    on case c.rmo when 161602 then 161601 when 077402 then 077401 when 117202 then 117201 when 111103 then 111101 else c.rmo end = r.cod_rmo   

    WHERE d.FECHA_EMISION_PARAM  BETWEEN :P_DESDE AND :P_HASTA 
    AND d.PROGRAMA_PARAM = 'PAN'
    AND d.COD_SERVICIO IN ('PAN')   
    AND D.ESTATUS_EMISION = 'EMITIDO'







PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
CRITERIA FOR NAP FUNDS DISTRIBUTION

INCOME ELIGIBILITY

Electronic Benefits are issued once a month and distributed in a staggered manner

between the 4th and 22nd of the month, according to the last digit of the participants’

Social Security Number. The 100% of benefits are issued for eligible food purchases

and they are assigned according to the Table of Benefits.

A cut-off date is established for the local offices by the Office of Technology

Information (OTI) to process benefits issuance for the next month.

OTI executes the programs to obtain the total monthly number of eligible

households, persons, benefits, retroactive payments, and claims deductions. This

program also calculates the 20% increase for the elderly persons (60 years and

older).

BENEFIT CALCULATION METHOD

The method for calculating benefits under the NAP takes into consideration the

number of household unit members and their net income. The method is as follows:

Net income is used to determine eligibility of all household units.

If the household monthly net income is less than or equal to the established limits, the

benefits corresponding to the household unit is determined.

As approved by FNS the schedule exemption of income for NAP recipients who start

a new job has been extended. Their schedule of benefit is now for 18 months as

follows:

Gross income exemption months 1-6 = 100%

Gross income exemption months 7-12 = 66%

Gross income exemption months 13-18 = 33%
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CRITERIA FOR NAP FUNDS DISTRIBUTION

CERTIFICATION PROCESS

ADSEF has been working to improve, facilitate, and agile the NAP participants’ certification

process by implementing a digital-online system. In March 2020, the agency was forced to

change the mechanisms available for individuals and households to apply for food support

benefits under the Nutrition Assistance Program (NAP) without leaving their homes due to the

COVID-19 pandemic restrictions.

To continue providing NAP applicants and participants non-stop services, the agency

implemented ADSEF Digital. This online platform allows applicants to submit their application

for food assistance online without visiting a local office. ADSEF Digital is supported by “Turnos

PR”, an online system that coordinates NAP participants’ appointments with program

caseworkers to work with their re-certification process, report household’s changes, among

others.

ADSEF started the recertification process at the beginning of 2022, however, had some

situations related to the electric power and communications system that affected the online

system’s performance. Therefore, FNS granted ADSEF a two (2) months waiver (with an

additional 1-month extension) to put a halt on the certification process until the glitch was

fixed.

Older Adults Recertification Process

Currently, ADSEF is working with the recertification and certification process throughout all the

regions. However, ADSEF is requesting FNS (See waiver request Attached) to extend the waiver

requested and approved by FNS during last SPO-2022, for not including the older adult's

population, receiving social security benefits or retirement pensions in the certification process

at this time. This waiver will give the agency an opportunity to complete the ABAWDs

certifications (approximately over 200,000) and guide them through a program’s phase-out.
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CERTIFICATION PROCESS (cont.)

DISASTER/EMERGENCY

Special benefits are provided to applicants and participants who have an immediate

need for food due to disasters such as, hurricanes, storms, flooding, earthquakes,

landslides, Pandemic, fire, or lack of energy because of a disaster, and if no other

public or private entity has provided the same aid.

These Benefits must be issued no later than five (5) days from the date of the

application. The amount to be received will be prorated according to the date the

application has been filed. If the household applies between the 1st and the 15th of the

month, will be entitled to receive up to 100% of the benefits. If the household applies

between the 16th and the 31st of the month will be entitled to receive up to 50% of

the benefits. If a household was already participating at the time of the disaster and

already received its regular benefits but needs immediate food, it is entitled to receive

an additional 50% of the regular benefit amount. Benefits are effective the month

following the eligibility determination. ADSEF will only issue NAP-Disaster benefits

once a Presidential Disaster Declaration has been signed. In addition, ADSEF will

request FNS budget approval prior to any D-NAP issuing of benefits. ADSEF will be

presenting an updated disaster plan with the SPO.

VERIFICATION

ADSEF will require participants to provide necessary documentation in order to verify

applicant/participants identity, income, address, and family composition, among

others. The following is the list of documents required for the regular verification

process:



P h o t o  I D R e s i d e n c y A u t h o r i z a t i o n  
R e l e a s e  F o r m

C i t i z e n s h i p

A l i e n  S t a t u s

S o c i a l  S e c u r i t y I n c o m e  &  
R e s o u r c e s

S e l f  E m p l o y m e n t  
E x p e n s e s

P o s t  S e c o n d a r y  
S t u d e n t  S t a t u s  

5 - 7  y e a r s  o l d  
e v i d e n c e  

s t u d y i n g  o r  
h o m e  s c h o o l i n g

Care 
minors/dependents 

with disabilities 
Disability Status Medical Expenses

Age Homelessness*
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The following is the list of documents required for the regular verification process:

* If the homeless person does not have the social security card, it can be verified through
other official documents such as: checks, official letters, Medicare card or a referral
requesting social security card. Under this circumstance, the homeless person is referred
to the Administration of Children and Families (ADFAN by acronyms in Spanish). Nevertheless,
ADSEF will provide that person 30-days to present social security evidence, as described above.
Their identity and residence will be verified with any source of identification available, such as
an official letter of an institution offering other services. Residence can be an emergency shelter,
welfare hotel, hall, park, plaza, shelter and transitional housing programs, and a home visit is
not a requirement for granting aid.
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CERTIFICATION PROCESS (cont.)

VERIFICATION

ADSEF will continue to evaluate and incorporate collaborative agreements to assist in 

the verification of client information throughout the NAP certification process.

 Agreement with the PR Health Department Demographic Registry. This 

agreement permits the exchange of information regarding death 

certificates. Current status: the agreement was signed ADSEF is waiting for

the Health Department’s data exchange.

 Social Security Administration – Social Security Number Verification System

(currently we are waiting for response to a request for meeting for program

updates to do the exchange). This agreement is under evaluation.

 Beneficiary and Earnings Data Exchange with the Department of Labor.

This agreement is under evaluation.

 Referral of fraud investigations to Internal Revenue Service, Department of

Justice and Department of Treasury of Puerto Rico. ADSEF is in the process of

negotiating with the federal agencies an MOU to include fraud investigations.

APPEAL PROCESS 

The Administration will provide applicants/participants, who have been adversely

affected by an action, the opportunity to be heard in an administrative or

appellative process, which must be ruled by the terms and procedures included

on the Regulation Number 7757, titled: “Regulation for the Establishment of

Procedures for the Adjudication of Controversies before the Adjudicative Board of

the Department of the Family”.



CERTIFICATION PROCESS /APPEAL PROCESS (cont.)

The Administration will provide applicants/participants, who have been adversely affected by an action,

the opportunity to be heard in an administrative or appellative process, which must be ruled by the

terms and procedures included on the Regulation Number 7757, titled: “Regulation for the

Establishment of Procedures for the Adjudication of Controversies before the Adjudicative Board

of the Department of the Family”. In this case recipients have the right to appeal any action or

inaction affecting eligibility, benefits’ determination, or condition of payment, within fifteen (15) days of

the adverse notification date.

Applicants, participants, or their authorized representatives shall be entitled to file an

appeal when any of the following occurs:

Applicants

Participants
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Delay in acting with 
the application

Rejection of the 
application

Disagreement
with the amount
of assistance
assigned

Disagreement with
a condition set as
requirement of
eligibility

Disagreement with 
any other action taken 
by the Program 
regarding the case
application

Disagreement 
with the decision 

Disagreement 
with total 
benefits 
assigned 

Disagreement 
with claim or 
disqualification 

Delay in making  
payment adjustments 
or acting on a request
of information 
submitted

Disagreements 
on non entitled 
benefits 
reveived
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CERTIFICATION PROCESS /Filing an Appeal Application

The applicant, participant or an authorized representative may file the appeal

application. The agency shall accept any verbal or written expression of the applicant or

participant indicating the desire to appeal the determination of the agency within fifteen (15)

calendar days after the date of the written notice of action taken.

1. The applicant shall be given the opportunity to express if he/she wants to continue

receiving the benefits without changes until the appeal action is taken. The

corresponding office shall proceed according to the appellant’s preference.

a. The participant shall be informed that if decides to continue receiving the

benefits without any adjustment and the Board of Appeals confirms the action,

he/she shall have to reimburse the ADSEF for any benefits received during the

appeals process.

b. The appellant shall be informed that if accepts that the recommended action and

the decision are in favor, all benefits not issued during the process shall be restored

to him/her.

2. Once the appeal application has been received, the Board Director or the Examiner will

have thirty (30) days to select a date and send a notification to all concerned parties

indicating the date, time and place where the adjudicative hearing would take place. The

notification must be sent at least fifteen (15) days prior to the date selected.

a. Usually, as an informal process, the hearings will be celebrated at the regional

offices, but also can be arranged at the Department of the Family Headquarters, or

at any other place chosen near the local office depending upon participants’ or

location availability.
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CERTIFICATION PROCESS /Filing an Appeal Application

c. Once the hearing process is concluded the Examiner officer will have thirty (30) days to

prepare a resolution draft or a written report with recommendations, facts

determinations and legal conclusions for the Board members consideration.

d. The members of the Adjudicative Board can approve or deny the recommendations

and conclusions included in the draft resolution and expose another opinion about the

matter. The final decision should be made within ninety (90) days of the initial hearing.

e. Any reconsideration petitions on the Board decisions must be presented within

twenty (20) days from the Board’s resolution notification. The Board shall consider any

petitions within fifteen (15) days of filed.

f. As stated before, the final resolution must be presented and filed within ninety (90)

days of the reconsideration petition filed.



Electronic Benefit 
Transfer (EBT)
CRITERIA FOR FUNDING DISTRIBUTION
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ELECTRONIC BENEFIT TRANSFER (EBT) – FAMILY CARD (FC)
Benefits are issued and deposited electronically into an EBT account. The EBT service is
provided by EVERTEC Group, LLC. NAP benefits deposited in the EBT account can only be
accessed by using the Family Card (FC) issued to the head of household or another
authorized representative. It is important to state that the Family Card cannot be used
outside of Puerto Rico. This contract is currently under its last extension. Even though ADSEF
is working on a new RFP to select the next provider, will have to extend EVERTEC a new contract
until the process is completed.

Transactions made at authorized retailers involving eligible food purchases are free of charge
or additional fees. Each authorized cardholder selects a personal identification number (PIN)
at the Point of Sale (POS) terminal in the local office. A single card and PIN are required to
access remaining benefits in EBT accounts. The FC is mailed to the participant’s address,
and the PIN number is mailed separately with the activation instruction. Recipient
orientation includes the use of an audio response unit (ARU) and access to a Customer Service
Representative (CSR) using a 1-877-467-4832; available 7 days a week, 24 hours a day.

The guidance provides:

 How to report a stolen or lost card.

 How to inquire about account balances.

 How to obtain information about previous transactions.
 The participant can change the pin number by calling our customer services 

representative.

Homeless participants are given a NAP benefits Family Card and PIN number, when they visit
a local office to apply for the benefits.

As part of the NAP benefits assignment process, the Article 51(G) of NAP Regulation Number

8684, (as amended) states that if a participant’s NAP account has been inactive for a period

of six (6) months, from the day of its deposit, the funds in the account will expire and

returned to NAP Program.
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ELECTRONIC BENEFIT TRANSFERS -EBT (cont.)

STATUS NEW RFP EBT PROVIDER

ADSEF has completed the RFP document to select a new EBT provider and has been

approved by the FNS. The agency is waiting for the PR Department of the treasury and the

Administration for General Services schedule to open the bidding process.



Family Markets
CRITERIA FOR FUNDING DISTRIBUTION
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FAMILY MARKETS

In terms of the Family Markets benefits, if the set aside benefits (usually a 4%) are not

used within a 180 days period, these funds will expire and will be withdrawn from the

participant’s account and transferred back to the NAP program.

ADSEF will continue supporting the Family Markets by setting aside a 4% of benefits

exclusively to purchase nutritious fresh food at the Family Markets in participating

regions and municipalities. The 4 % portion is included in the monthly adjustment as an

“electronic voucher” and is calculated by applying the formula of the monthly adjustment.

What follows is an example of how the formula is determined:

1. The monthly percentage adjustment amount is calculated and 4% of the Family Market

portion is subtracted from that number. If the total percentage adjustment is 10%, a 4%

will be part of the Family Market portion and the remaining 6 % is given as regular

benefits among all the participants during that month.

2. If a participant does not reside in a region with Family Market, will receive their regular

benefit (base) plus a 10% of monthly percentage adjustment as his regular benefit; but if

the participant lives in a region with Family Market, will receive the regular benefit

(base) plus 4% for the Family Market portion and 6% of monthly percentage adjustment.



ADSEF’S NAP 
ADMINISTRATION
CRITERIA FOR FUNDING ADMINISTRATION
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Local Offices Geographical Distribution

Aguadilla

•Aguada
•Aguadilla I
•Aguadilla II
•Isabela
•Las Marías
•Moca
•Rincón
•San Sebastián 

Arecibo

•Arecibo I
•Arecibo III
•Barceloneta
•Camuy
•Ciales
•Florida
•Hatillo
•Lares
•Manatí
•Morovis
•Quebradillas
•Utuado I

Bayamón

•Bayamón I
•Bayamón II
•Cataño
•Corozal
•Dorado
•Naranjito
•Toa Alta
•Toa Baja I
•Vega Alta
•Vega Baja I

Caguas

•Aguas Buenas
•Barranquitas
•Caguas I
•Cidra
•Comerío
•Gurabo
•San Lorenzo

Carolina

•Canóvanas
•Carolina I
•Loíza
•Luquillo
•Río Grande I
•Trujillo Alto I

Guayama

•Arroyo
•Cayey
•Guayama
•Patillas
•Salinas
•Santa Isabel

Humacao

•Ceiba
•Culebra
•Fajardo
•Humacao
•Juncos I
•Las Piedras
•Maunabo
•Naguabo
•Vieques
•Yabucoa

Mayaguez

•Añasco
•Cabo Rojo
•Guánica
•Hormigueros
•Lajas
•Maricao
•Mayaguez I
•Sábana Grande
•San Germán

Ponce

•Adjuntas
•Aibonito
•Castañer
•Coamo
•Guayanilla
•Jayuya
•Juana Díaz
•Orocovis
•Peñuelas
•Ponce I
•Ponce II
•Ponce III
•Villalba
•Yauco

San Juan

•Cupey
•Guaynabo I
•Río Piedras I
•Río Piedras II
•Río Piedras III
•Río Piedras IV
•San Juan I

10 Regions & 88 Local Offices
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PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

ADSEF Administrates the Nutrition Assistance Program (NAP) for the Department of the
Family. ( Please refer to the previous two pages for the organizational chart and regional and
local offices distribution).

A. Office of the Assisting Administrator for Operational Services (OAAOS).

The office of the Assisting Administrator for Operational Services (OAAOS) is
responsible for the planning coordination, organization, direction, supervision, and
evaluation of the administrative, operational, and programmatic performance
of all the activities related. OAAOS consist of two (2) Divisions, Program
Administration and Strategic Planning. The Assisting Administrator for Operational
Services participates actively with the Administrator in the formulation of public
policies and is responsible for the State Plan of Operations. The Division is responsible of
implementing any policy changes and for developing regulations and procedures required
for the state plan operation. The following are the Programmatic and Administrative units
assigned to this division:

• CCFP- Child Care Food Program
• CSFP – Commodities Senior Food Program
• TEFAP –Temporary Emergency Assistance Program 
• Child Care Food Program
• Low Income Household Water Assistance Program
• Low Income Household Energy Assistance Program

OAAOS

NAPTEFAP*CSFP*
SOUP 

KITCHENCCFP*

Family 
Markets EDE 

LIHEAPLIHWAP PODES
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OAAOS-Programs and Planning Unit

This Unit responds directly to the Assisting Administrator of Operational Services and has the

responsibility of planning, evaluating, measuring, and producing the programs’ statistics of

the Office of the Assisting Administrator for Operational Services and any other Administrative

units within ADSEF. Some of the responsibilities of the Planning and Programs Unit are:

1. Ensures the compliance with the execution standards as established in the work plans of

each area.

2. Administers the Measures of Efforts and Results System (MER).

3. Identifies the areas that must be improved to request the Program Directors

4. the preparation of strategies and Corrective Action Plans (CAP’s).

5. Develops evaluation strategies to measure quality and quantity of ADSEF’s services.

6. Administers the Random Moment Sampling System (RMS) for Cost Allocation.

7. Evaluates the application of the Federal Regulations, Instructions and Procedures of

NAP.

8. ADSEF is responsible for compliance at the sub-grantee level. In addition, it is responsible

of informing the sub-grantee of the applicable federal requirements and any

administrative requirement.

Measures of Efforts and Results System (MER)

The MER System is used to evaluate the accessibility, accuracy, and timeliness of services

provided by the NAP through case reviews conducted by the ADSEF.

The objectives of the reviews are to provide a:

1. Systematic measuring method plus the accuracy and timeliness of eligibility and benefits

determinations.

2. Basis for determining a payment error rate of active and negative cases.
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PROGRAMADMINISTRATION/ MER (Cont.)

The ADSEF is responsible for conducting quality control reviews of NAP cases. The focus

of this review depends on the selection of a sample. MER results are used to assess the

accessibility, accuracy and timeliness of the services offered by the NAP case reviews.

The Office of Technology and Information (OTI) selects a sample of all the nucleus of

service centers that are participating in the NAP. The sample consists of 1,800 cases;

1,200 of those are active cases and 600 negative cases. The total sample is divided into

number of 450 cases per quarter four times in the FY (December, March, June, and

September). The sample of active cases is reviewed to determine if the nucleus of service is

eligible and is receiving the correct total of benefits. The negative cases are reviewed to

determine whether the decision to deny or terminate the services was correct. The

budget month is used as the basis to verify all elements of eligibility resulting in the

sample month. For example, we use monthly samples of December and budget month

of October. The data obtained from the research is shared with the regional and local

offices through the ADSEF MER-01-C and 01-D for reporting detected errors.

The local office prepares a corrective action plan to address the mistakes and reports the

actions taken through the ADSEF-213. The Regional Office follows up on the findings by

checking the MER Findings Control Sheet.

The reviews include the examination and verification of eligibility elements (examples:

resources, income, identity, address, household composition, citizenship/residency, social

security number, work registration and school attendance). The benefit calculation is

reviewed (examples: deductions and household composition) through contacts with

collateral sources of information, face-to-face interviews to all clients and data exchanges

with other agencies.
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PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION / MER (Cont.)

The percent of error established on the tolerance level is 4.5% for positive samples (active

cases) and 6% for negative cases. Certification of the error percent obtained is sent to FNS, 6

months after the end of the federal Fiscal Year. MERS’s annual report findings are submitted

90 days after the error’s percent is certified.

The local office prepares a corrective action plan to address the mistakes and reports the

actions taken through the ADSEF-213. The Regional Office follows up on the findings by

checking the MER Findings Control Sheet.

The reviews include the examination and verification of eligibility elements (examples:

resources, income, identity, address, household composition, citizenship/residency, social

security number, work registration and school attendance). The benefit calculation is

reviewed (examples: deductions and household composition) through contacts with collateral

sources of information, face-to-face interviews to all clients and data exchanges with other

agencies.

The percent error established on the tolerance level is 4.5% for positive samples (active cases)

and 6% for negative cases. Certification of the error percent obtained is sent to FNS, 6 months

after the end of the federal Fiscal Year. MERS’s annual report findings are submitted 90 days

after the error’s percent is certified.
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PROGRAMS’ ADMINISTRATION (cont.)

RandomMoment Sampling (RMS)

The Random Moment Sampling System (RMS) is a procedure that scientifically gathers

information to distribute costs among assistance programs administered by ADSEF. The number

of samples required for RMS are 3,300 distributed between the ten (10) Regions.

The Office of Technology Information Systems (OTI Spanish, Acronym) provides digital samples

divided by four (4) quarters in the year. Hence, it is necessary to keep the system functioning

efficiently in order to obtain exact and real results that make it possible to distribute the

operating expenses of programs financed with federal funds, since all the activities are

concentrated on the Social and Family Assistance Technicians, who carry out the task for all the

programs.

The fact that this system is available at the Central Offices helps expedite the management,

collection, distribution, and tabulation of data samples through RMS. The improvements

achieved helped to improve significantly the required efforts to manually prepare and

classify the hand-written forms by means of eliminating the information interchange between case

workers and Central ADSEF.

To guarantee that the process is performed according to the RMS Procedures Manual, we

conduct local offices reviews with the RMS Coordinator at the agency’s headquarters. The

responsibility of the RMS is assigned to the RMS Headquarters Coordinator. This employee

evaluates results, provides follow up on the sample cases response process and periodically

evaluates that the RMS is has been applied accordingly by checking the data entry, among other

responsibilities.

The Random Moment Sample for ADSEF’s central office started in January 2020. Currently
the agency has completed 3,300 samples.
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PROGRAMS’ ADMINISTRATION (CONT.)

Office of Inspection and Certification

The Office of Inspection and Certification (OIC) is responsible for developing, implementing,

and managing systems, procedures, and personnel to enable retailer and wholesaler control

and inspection functions. OIC accomplishes its mission mainly carrying out two main activities:

education and orientation, and on-site inspections.

OCI is responsible of preparing the agency’s monthly reports to FNS. The reports will be sent on

the 15 day of the following month. The following reports are included:

1. Monthly Retailers-SDEC and NAP Family markets Reports

2. Non-Redeeming Report (also known as Zero Redeemers)

3. Complaints Report (complaints against retailers)

4. NAP Retailer Status Report

5. NAP Family Markets

Education and Orientation

OIC is focus on keeping retailers, wholesalers, and beneficiaries informed of the NAP’s objectives

and requirements. The fraud prevention education is provided through on-site visits and at special

workshops.

During the on-site monitoring reviews, OIC personnel ensures that all personnel working at the

establishment are aware of NAP rules and regulations. New retailers and wholesalers must sign a

certification that they have received and understand Regulation Number 8857, dated November 23,

2016, for the Commercial Establishments certification, which will give them authorization to debit NAP

Program Funds from the participants Family Card.

On-site Authorizations, Reauthorizations and Monitoring Regulation Number 8857 establish that the

agency must provide an inspection visit as a requirement for the initial authorization and bi- annual

recertification.
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PROGRAMS’ ADMINISTRATION/ Education & Orientation (Cont.)

OIC visits and evaluates all new retailers and wholesalers, to verify that the information

provided on the application is accurate. Also, ensures that the food inventory is adequate

and compatible with the Program goals. Periodically, the OIC personnel visits retailers and

wholesalers randomly to verify that the Electronic Benefit Transfer (EBT) management

process is in accordance with procedures.

At the same time, the OIC employees or contractors will verify through the establishments on-

site visits, that the Authorization Certificate and orientation/informative posters are visible to

the public. During the visit , OIC verifies NAP redemptions for at least a 12-month period prior

to the visit. This will demonstrate if the redemptions comply with program requirements. OIC

personnel are required to take pictures of food inventory and facilities during their visits.

ADSEF might disqualify an authorized food retailer if by any instance a violation occurs as a

result of an on-site investigation, findings on inconsistent redemption data, evidence

obtained through an EBT system transactions report, or a retailer’s disqualification from the

Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC), based on 7

CFR 278.6.

As part of the Regulation 8857 penalties, ADSEF could fine or disqualify a retailer if it does not

comply with NAP policies. Sanctions could fluctuate, staring with an initial fine and could end

with the revocation of the retailer’s NAP certification, in the case that fraud is proven or

persists. Decisions will be subject to a full analysis and interpretation of the program’s

regulation. In case of re-occurrence the penalties will be as follows:
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PROGRAMS’ ADMINISTRATION/ Education & Orientation

a. For one (1) previous determination of regulation’s violation, the suspension will be

extended up to six (6) months and a fine will be applied.

b. For two (2) previous determinations of regulations’ violation, the suspension will be

extended for up to twelve (12) months and a fine will be applied.

c. For three (3) or more previous determinations of regulation’s violation, the

suspension will permanent and a fine will be applied.

ADSEF has developed a system to determine merchants’ eligibility and case management for those

interested on NAP funds. The Commerce Eligibility Determination System (acronyms in Spanish as

SDEC). This application provides filters for any information displayed on the monitor, shows case

numbers and authorizations, the persons that have been recently working at a retailer, retailers

integration as ADSEF’s merchants and print any information needed. ADSEF will continue

monitoring the institutions (group homes/rehabs, etc.) that have been certified by OIC.

The following are the requirements for the Debit Nutrition Assistance Program (NAP) Funds Family

Card (FC)

i. Any owner or operator of an eligible business, as established in Regulation Number 8857

that requests authorization to debit Nutrition Assistance Program (NAP) funds from the

Family Card (FC), will have the obligation to request a certification for such purposes.

Certification is issued by ADSEF.

ii. Any establishment that wants to participate or renew its certification must file an

application. ADSEF has the authority to approve or deny the application or request

additional information within thirty (30) days of the application’s receipt. ADSEF will visit

the retailers/wholesale at least once a year to confirm that the establishment complies

with Article 13(B) and 15(C) from the Regulation Number 8857.
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PROGRAMS’ ADMINISTRATION / Education & Orientation
Retailer with an expired certification could have its EBT cards privilege removed at ADSEF at
anytime.

Subsection 3. Sale of ineligible items, as defined in Article 5 (6) of this regulation and collected

from the NAP beneficiary’s Department of the Family EBT card. This practice will be penalized

with a minimum fine of five hundred dollars ($500.00) and a maximum fine of three thousand

dollars ($3,000.00) for each item sold.

Subsection 11. In the case of certified institutions, use all or part of the funds for the purchase

of products that are not eligible food or for any other purpose other than the purchase of

eligible items. This practice will be penalized with a minimum fine of five hundred dollars

($500.00) and a maximum fine of three thousand dollars ($3,000.00).

Subsection 12. In the case of farmers, use the POS to carry out transactions other than the

Family Markets. This practice will be penalized with a minimum fine of two hundred fifty

dollars ($250.00) and a maximum fine of five hundred dollars ($ 500.00).

Legal Affairs Office ADSEF

The Legal Division Office is responsible for matters concerning legal claims; contracts;

agreements; investigations of complaints concerning retailers and employees; meetings with

retailers because of investigations; community relations; and fraud cases.

Contracts and Agreements

The Legal Division Office is responsible for preparing the contracts and agreements related

to ADSEF. The office’s responsibilities include contracts/agreements drafts; request funds

and authorization to the Office of Management and Budget; and ensure that the contracts

or agreements comply with all federal and state laws, as well as with any Administrative

Orders that may exist; among others.
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ADMINISTRATION/LegalAffairsDivision (cont.)

Investigation, Meetings and Sanctions of Authorized Retailers

The Legal Affairs Office evaluates complaints regarding possible violations to

Regulation Number 8857, received by phone, letter, and/or email, among other ways, and

investigates them (undercover visits, transaction analysis, and other information on the

retailers file). If as a result of an investigation a meeting with the retailer is needed to

explain findings, applicable fines and disqualification, notifications will be sent and meeting

held with the legal counselors of the ADSEF, specifically contracted for evaluated that type of

cases and to make sure that all the investigation it’s been done with due process of law.

Afterwards, the Legal Office makes a recommendation to the Administrator about the

imposition of monetary penalties and/or disqualification. The Administrator’s decision

is duly notified to retailers who may: accept and pay the fine, accept the disqualification

or request a review before the Adjudicative Board of the Department of the Family, ADSEF’s

legal counselors act on behalf of the Agency during the appeal process. A monthly retailer’s

meetings, fines, sanctions, and collection report is issued to MARO-FNS.

Investigation, Meetings and Sanctions of Authorized Retailers

The criteria for determining that a retailer is in breach of the provisions of the 

Regulation are settled on the Article 21:

1) Not to notify in writing to the ICO, on or before fifteen (15) days of occurrence any

change related to the data of the commercial establishment or institution.

2) Do not keep items eligible with the selling price properly adhered or labeled.

3) Sale of ineligible items, as defined in Article 5 (6) of this regulation and collected with

NAP funds from the holder of the Family Card (FC).

4) Failure to deliver the cash register and/or POS (fixed or wireless) receipt that reflects

the transaction made to the person holding the FC.
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ADMINISTRATION/LegalAffairsDivision(cont.)

5) Collection of sales and use tax (IVU) on transactions with the Family Card. 

6) Credit purchase to the person holding the FC. Any transaction made with NAP funds
must reflect the sale at the date and time the eligible food was purchased. 

7) Sales of alcoholic beverages, and tobacco in any of its forms of consumption, 
pornographic material and / or electronic games or lottery tickets with NAP funds to
the person in possession of the FC. 

8) Hold the Family Card for any reason. 

9) In the case of certified institutions, allow the use of all or part of the NAP funds to
purchase non eligible foods or any other transaction not related to the purchase of
eligible items. 

10) In the case of farmers, use the POS to conduct transactions outside the Family Markets.

11) Commit fraud, as defined in Article 5 (15) of the Regulation. 

12) Failure to comply with any other obligation or duty set forth in Article 18, which is
not specifically contemplated in this Article 21.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS OFFICE

The office staff provides guidance on NAP’s eligibility, policies, and procedures to citizens and

program participants. In addition, assists regional and local offices with participants’

inquiries and complaints, received at the office via phone, letter or email. In addition,

responds to the any information requested by subpoenas and court orders.

Interagency Cases: this is a subdivision within the office which offers support in PARIS Match

processing, by answering states/territories requests, and any other issue related to

matching a participant’s information in Puerto Rico. Also, verifies TANF time participation

for category C - applicants.

Immigration Status: This office Staff is responsible of using the SAVE application to

verify benefits status for immigrants.
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ADMINISTRATION

Programmatic Integrity Division

The Programmatic Integrity Division (“DIP” Spanish acronym) within the Legal Affairs Office

is responsible for monitoring EBT transactions and redemption by using the data

warehouse as a tool to identify and prevent participants and retailers’ possible fraud. This

Division is responsible for analyzing and processing participants, retailers or institutions

violations to NAP regulations in coordination with local and regional offices. For FY 2022,

we intend to continue strengthening the headquarters and regional offices’ DIP.

The NAP claims process indicates that in all cases where it is determined that a

household or the institution received and/or used benefits to which it was not

entitled, a claim shall be made. Once the claim is presented, the Department of the Family

will start a collection process, against the household’s person responsible. A notification

including the following information will be sent or delivered:

1. Reasons for the claim and the period covered.

2. Classification of the claim.

3. Amount owed.

4. Compensation for retroactive benefits that reduced or paid off the debt, if 

applicable.

5. Right to file an appeal with the Department's Adjudicating Board and term.

This office will also investigate the cases to determine Intentional Program Violations and

will with claim’s collections that result from the investigation. A potential intentional

violation is a claim in which the person responsible for the household, his/her spouse or

an authorized representative, or the authorized representative of the institution

intentionally with a misleading intent and voluntarily, incurs in one or more of the following:
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Program Integrity (cont.)

 Presents a false or incorrect written statement about the circumstances of the service core.

 Hides information about changes, as established in these Regulations, for a period

exceeding thirty (30) days as of the date of the change.

 It presents altered documents.

 Makes a false representation.

 The amount of the claim is $ 500.01 or more.

The DIP is also responsible of preparing monthly reports to FNS on: Participant

Claims (monthly and annual reports) and Retailer Actions (actions against retailers for NAP

Program violations).

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTING ADMINISTRATOR FOR FINANCE AND BUDGET

FINANCE DIVISION

The Office of the Assisting Administrator for Finance and Budget offers part of the

administrative support for the programs. In coordination with the EVERTEC,

Group LLC, is responsible for implementing and operating the required systems to

process payment to beneficiaries. It prepares the annual budget to be submitted to

local, federal agencies and as well as the Legislature. The office responds directly to

the Administrator.

 Reconciliation Method used with EBT Systems (EBT)

The EBT services provider makes payments to authorized retailers, network,

third party providers, and financial institutions on behalf of the Government of

Puerto Rico for benefits accessed and distributed to recipients daily. The EBT

services provider is reimbursed as authorized by the Banco Popular de Puerto Rico

(BPPR).
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ADMINISTRATION/FinanceDivision

 Payments are recorded and compared to the Daily Activity File and Daily Payments

Summary File prepared by the EBT services provider for the Department of the

Family. EBT system reports provide these and other standardized computer reports

as well as ad hoc access to EBT system data to perform the following key

reconciliation:

1. Benefits authorized= benefits posted.

2. Benefits accessed by recipients (net EBT account debits/credits) =

benefit amount transactions approved by the EBT services provider.

3. Net EBT account debits/credits = amount paid to merchants and financial

institutions, “+/-” authorized adjustments.

4. Amount paid to merchants and financial institutions = funds requested

by the EBT services provider, “+/-” authorized adjustments.

Collections Section

 Receive, review, analyze and register the deposits of all monies collected from

claims corresponding to NAP by the Assistant Collector at the local offices. The

Assistant Collector collects claimed monies from local offices weekly.

 Receive monies collected at the Department of Justice corresponding to NAP claims.

 Prepare and submit the deposits, for accounting purposes, to the Department

of Treasury, which has an exclusive account called NAP Coll (one account is opened

for each fiscal year). When the account reaches certain quantity, all funds are

transferred back into the NAP participants benefit account so it can be funneled

back to the participants. This quantifies the account needs before benefits are

reverted. The claims are made daily or weekly depending on the local office

and the available Assistant Collector.
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 The assistant collector is designated directly by the Treasury Department. The official

definition for Assistant Collector is staff in a regular, transitory or by contractor

position in any agency of the government, designated by the Treasury Department

Secretary, to act as a substitute for the Official Collector when this person is absent

because of vacation, sickness, or other short terms.

 The official collector is the person that deposit the money recovered from the claims

all Mondays. If Monday is a holiday the deposit will be on Tuesday. Money is kept in

a safety deposit box. ADSEF has established policies and procedures at the Central

Office regarding the safety of the money and its deposits and follows the

Department of Treasury policies and procedures regarding deposits.

 Review and submits to the Department of the Treasury, the documents related to

the persons nominated for official, assistant, and Assisting collector.

 Reconcile the deposit forms after their accounting to ensure correctness.

 Distribute official receipts and deposit forms to regional and local offices.

 Review and consolidate island-wide data, which includes reports submitted by local

and regional offices for collection. This is the data ADSEF uses to feed FNS-209-PR.

Accounts Payable

The Accounts Payable Section of the Finance Division generates and maintains control of

the obligations of payments for contracted and non-contracted services. Prepares payment

vouchers for disbursements of all programs attached to the agency. Among other things,

it assigns the number of travel orders and application and authorization for private car use

(Models SC 1231 and 1232). The application for admission to the register of suppliers is

received through form SC 730 and refers to Accounting in the Department of the Treasury.

The accounts payable section records the payment vouchers and obligations in the PRIFAS

system of the Department of the Treasury.
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ADMINISTRATION/

Budget Division

 Prepares the annual budget to be submitted to local, federal agencies and the 

Legislature.

 Prepares fiscal reports.

 Evaluates the availability of funds for the acquisition of goods and services for the 

operation of the program.

 Prepares the Monthly Operational Cost Budget for the NEP.
 Managing the Operational Cost

The Monthly Operational Cost is based on current expenditures for those items that apply

to the operation of the NAP as submitted to Puerto Rico’s Budget and

Management Office, for FY 2020-21. A description of those operational costs follows:

1. Salaries: Included Regular Employees, Transitory Employees, Irregular

Employees, Professional, and Consultant Services Government’s contribution to

Social Security, Retirement Plan, and Christmas Bonuses.

2. Travel expense estimates and out-of-the country official travel.

3. Unemployment Insurance is based on procedures established by the Department

of Labor of the Government of Puerto Rico.

4. State Insurance Premiums are those related to work compensation insurance for

employees.

5. Insurance for employees in travel status.

6. Medical Plans are the government’s participation of the employees’ medical plan

premiums.

7. Public Building Rent.

8. Rent of non-public building and other equipment.
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ADMINISTRATION/ Budget (cont.)

9.  Postage – includes mailing of communication related to the Program.  

10. Printing of all forms required for NAP. 

11. Electricity for central, regional, and local offices. 

12. Building repairs and conservation.

13. Miscellaneous services.

14. Material, supplies, and parts.

15. Telephone services.  

16. Equipment includes the purchase of replacement of furniture or additional 

equipment.

17. Water and sewer services.

Cash Management

The Cash Management Section is responsible for claiming daily disbursements

corresponding to Federal Programs activities managed by ADSEF. These funds request is

based and ruled by the Cash Management Improvement Act and is issued by the United

States Treasury Department.

Once the funds are requested, Cash Management Section is responsible of submitting the

financial documents that allow the proper accountability of fund on the federal accounts

created on the State Treasury Department. Cash Management is also responsible for

preparing and submitting to the Treasury Department, U.S Department of Health and Human

Services and Federal Reports Section, the required reports detailing all the requests of funds

made.
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Federal Reports

1. 7 CFR 3016.25 (b) = Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and

Cooperative Agreements to State and Local Governments.

2. Program Income: Program income means gross income received by the grantee or sub-

grantee directly generated by a grant-supported activity or earned only because of the grant

agreement during the grant period.

3. Benefit cash collections will be deposited back into NAP benefit account and reissued as

benefits and be reported as program income on the SF- 425/778, Financial Status Report.

4. In the SF – 425/778 (Financial Report for NAP), ADSEF submits quarterly (December, March,

June and September) the information to FNS. Submits claim reports (FNS-209-PR) to the

USDA, Food and Nutrition Service and to the Federal Reports Section.

5. Prepares the actual operating cost reports on a quarterly basis to allow management to

compare against the budgeted cost to take the proper corrective actions. The USDA,

Food and Nutrition Service authorize the portion of funds from the Block Grant used to

cover the fifty percent (50%) of the allowable administrative cost of the program.

6. The Federal Reports Division performs the following duties:

 Prepare and execute reports about the use of funds as required by Federal

Government Agencies.

 Review considered transactions to verify that they have been coded correctly.

 Calculate the amount claimed to Federal Agencies relating to indirect costs and the

Random Moment Sampling (RMS) application. This federal indirect cost rate is

negotiated through the Department of the Family and is submitted to the

Department of Health and Human Services Division of Cost Allocation using their

guidelines.

 FNS-209-PR, Monthly Claims Report to be reported quarterly on FPRS. The purpose of

this report is to notify the number of claims and recoveries recovered by the claims

of the Nutrition Assistance Program (cash, check, money order, reduction of benefits,

retroactive benefits). Must be submitted and certified in the system on or before 30

days after the end of the quarter of which it is being reported.
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Federal Reports

 SF-425/778, Financial Status Report. As of October 1st,2013 will be reported on Food

Program Reporting System (FPRS), which will allow the data to be on the National

Data Bank (NDB). The report includes the administrative and benefits expenses

incurred by the ADSEF. It is sent 30 days after the end of the quarter during the

fiscal year and a closing report, 120 days after the end of the fiscal year.

 FNS-388 PR Monthly Participation and Benefits Report that is reported on Food

Program Reporting System (FPRS), which will allow the data to be on the National

Data Bank (NDB). This Report summarize the total of cases, persons and benefits

issued by ADSEF every single month, including the regular and complementary

payments.

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTING ADMINISTRATOR FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

The Office of the Assisting Administrator for Human Resources is responsible for the

administrative support of the Program’s personnel and human resources. This office

handles the headquarters, regional and local offices personnel matters, including

personnel requests. It also evaluates staffing needs and provides recommendations on

staffing situations.

The office is also in charge of supporting the coordination of trainings to all staff, and to

provide information regarding any amendments and new proposals to implement. The

Assisting Administrator for Human Resources responds directly to the Administrator.
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Office of the Assisting Administrator for Administration Services

The Administration Services area provides support for the agency and its programs. It

is responsible for ensuring compliance with the administrative rules and procedures for each

of the locations. It is also responsible for the planning, organization, management, and

control of administrative services, and recommendations to optimize its performance.

The office participates in the development and actualization of the administrative

procedures’ manuals.

The office handles supplies requisitions petitions for goods and services generated by the

Department of the Family’s headquarters, regional and local levels. It also reproduces agency’s

forms and distributes materials requested through requisition’s orders to all its offices. It is

responsible for the distribution of all mail sent to ADSEF’s divisions, the Office of the Secretary,

regional and local offices as well as other government agencies. Provides and oversees the

personnel’s official visits transportation to regional and local offices, as well as vehicle fleet

maintenance. It is responsible for ADSEF’s headquarters’ property management and prepares

the inventory reports required by the PR Treasury Department.

The Assisting Administrator monitors and maintains ADSEF’s food assistance supply from

other FNS programs and works in coordination with the PR Emergency Management Services

and the Census, in case of natural disasters. Also, oversees ADSEF documents’ Warehouse and

the entire process for documents and computers disposal. In the same way, is responsible of

managing issues related to facilities maintenance in coordination with the building manager.
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This office provides ADSEF’s programs the input data verification which includes benefits

calculation, payments issuance, computer matching, participant’s master files/database

updates, transfers electronically the benefit file to the EBT System, preparation of the

operation and detailed cost management, such as the amount of benefits certified by local

offices, and the total amount of benefits island-wide. In addition, is responsible for

maintaining the technology information and communications infrastructure, developing the

programming, and maintaining the Automated Case Management System (SAIC, Spanish

acronym). This system needs to be updated gradually, since it was created in the 1980 and

contains NAP participants’ database.

The ADSEF implemented an alternative recovery data center (DRC) to ensure service

continuity at the Department’s Headquarters, it consists of several servers with updates of

our database and applications that would be activated and available for our users in case of

an emergency. This backup system will be available to the users that have access to a live

communications line. The servers are located at the “Minillas” facilities, so ADSEF closely

monitors this facility’s data center and Network. OTI is also responsible for reading,

analyzing, processing, and answering requests of information related to NAP participants,

including those made within ADSEF, by other state and federal government agencies, and

federal courts.

The OTI issues the PARIS list to local offices four (4) times a year (February, May, August,

and November) and matches the beneficiaries’ information of Puerto Rico with the United

States, making it easier to detect improper participation in NAP and TANF Programs.
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The information provided in the list will appear in the case numerical order as follows:

To review and update the information above, the participant requests an appointment

through TURNOS.PR which will be scheduled with their local office staff to review the

participants’ information. The local office will contact the participant and schedule a virtual

or in-person appointment, in case that there is a hit on PARIS to review and update the

information above. If the participant does not respond or attend the appointment, the Social

and Family Assistance Technician proceeds to close the case and completes form: Action

Taken (ADSEF-109) in the NAP.
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The Family Market were approved by FNS as a

permanent project on April 15, 2016. Family

Markets are product of a collaborative

agreement between the Department of

Agriculture and the Administration for

Agricultural Business Development (ADEA) with

the Department of Family and the ADSEF. The

Family Market resides in the Regulation

Number 8775, “Regulation for the Organization

and Development of Agricultural Family Markets

in Puerto Rico”, of July 22, 2016. The

Regulation 8775 is a regulation of the

Administration of Agricultural Business

Development (ADEA) of the Department of

Agriculture. ADEA responsible of the Family

Market operation authorizing eligible products,

selecting farmers, and promoting the markets.

ADSEF certifies the eligible farmers for the

acceptance of NAP benefit payments and sets

aside a portion of the NAP grant

administrative costs for the ADEA to cover

part of their operational expenses. The ADEA

will provide documentation to support their

state match of 50% mainly from self-

generated revenues. This agreement is

included in the new collaborative agreement

between the ADSEF and ADEA.

For FY 2023 ADSEF will continue reimbursing

ADEA’s 50% portion which is approximately

$350,000. For this, ADSEF will use part of

NAP’s administrative budget’s Operation

Costs (FMNP) to cover this expense. To

calculate FY 2023 Family Markets total

expenses, ADEA used as reference Family

Market’s FY 2022 expenses.

Currently, the Family Market is operating at

the 10 regions with a total of the Island’s 78

Municipalities. ADSEF coordinates with the

Department of Agriculture to cover all 78

municipalities every three (3) months.

Picture taken during the Family Market held at Hiram Bithorn, 
San Juan PR  March 16, 2022
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ADSEF will continue working with municipal

governments to coordinate transportation for

disabled, elderly, and homeless participants.

The Department of Agriculture selects accessible

locations for the entire population and

communities. As a regular procedure, persons with

disabilities may assign an “authorized

representative” to make their purchases and

carry out transactions on their behalf, as defined in

NAP Regulation Number 8684.

Farmers who participate in the Family Market

are authorized by the Department of Agriculture,

accordingly to the regulations of the ADEA and

are certified by ADSEF as required by Regulation

Number 8857. The ADEA has been meeting with

participating farmers regarding these requirements.

To be certified farmers, they must comply with

requirements established in the OIC regulations

covering certification.

Participants can purchase fresh agricultural

products at the Family Market venues through an

“electronic voucher” in the Family Card which equals

4% of the monthly adjustment.

To ensure the proper use of the program benefits,

the Family Markets transactions are monitored by

ADSEF’s Office of Inspection and Control (OIC).

This office focuses on the use of the EBT system,

provides program oversight, and conducts on

site monitoring visits to markets. The OIC also

certifies the Farmers’ EBT card transactions to

verify compliance.

NAP Participants receive a communication which

includes Family Markets information, the

additional benefits received and the Family

Markets schedule. In addition, Family Market’s

partners collaborate with program’s informative

posters, local and national media (written and

radio press), banners, speakers, and social

networks posts, among others.

Picture taken during the Family Market held at Hiram Bithorn, 
San Juan PR  March 16, 2022
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Some of the markets’ advantages are to

increase contact between farmers and the NAP

participants; provide nutritional benefits for

participants when they purchase food;

acquired locally grown products, access to

quality products and food with high nutritional

value; ensure marketing opportunities for

farmers, maintenance and creation of

agricultural jobs, and establish new agriculture

business opportunities for the Island’s economy.

Participants have up to six (6) months

(expunge) to use their Family Market NAP

benefits, once deposited in their EBT benefits

card, before they expired. If the funds reach

the 6 months, they will be retrieved from the

participants’ benefits and returned to the

agency’s NAP accounts.

The following page includes the calendar of 2023

Family Markets , already programmed between

August and December 2022.

Pictures included above and below , were taken during the 
Family Market held at Hiram Bithorn, San Juan PR  March 16, 
2022
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DATE MUNICIPALITY LOCATION

August 3, 2022

Jayuya Parking Complejo Deportivo Filiberto García

Comerio Parking Estadio Carlos Bonet

Barranquitas Parking Cancha Bajo Techo Juan Carlos Berrios

Ciales Parking Coliseo Municipal Raul Tinajon Feliciano

August 4, 2022

Las Marías Parking Coliseo Municipal
Aibonito Parking Coliseo Jose A. Marron Aponte

Florida
Parking Estadio Municipal Rafael “Fello” Marrero 
Figueroa

San Lorenzo Parking Estadio Cristóbal “Caguitas” Colon

August 5, 2022

Rincón Parking Plaza de la Amistad
Caguas Plaza Recreo Santiago R. Palmer
Arecibo Parking Coliseo Manuel Petaca Iguina
Salinas Parking Coliseo Angel “Cholo” Espada

Vega Alta Parque pasivo Héctor Flores

August 6 , 2022 Naranjito Plaza Pública

August 12, 2022

Utuado Parking Parque Ramón Cabañas
Peñuelas Parking Pista Atlética
Morovis Parking Pista Atlética
Luquillo Parking Centro de Arte y Cultura

, August 13, 2022 Corozal Parking Parque Howard T. Jason

August 17, 2022

San Sebastián Parking Complejo Deportivo Juan J. “Titi” Beníquez

Arroyo Parking Coliseo Max Sánchez
Loiza Paseo Julia de Burgos

Toa Baja Estacionamiento Coliseo Antonio R. Barceló

August 18, 2022
Aguadilla Parking Hotel Las Cascadas

Humacao Parking Complejo Deportivo Osvaldo Gil Bosch

Toa Alta Parking Hacienda El Mandril

Guánica Parking Coliseo Mariano “Tito” Rodríguez

August 19, 2022

Añasco Plaza de Recreo
Ceiba Plaza Pública

Cataño Parking Bahía Viva

August 24, 2022

Isabela Picadero Efrén Irizarry Lamela
Camuy Parking Peñón Brusi

Adjuntas Parking Coliseo Rafael Llul Perez

August 25, 2022
Yauco Parking Estadio Municipal Mario “Ñato” Ramírez

Santa Isabel Parking Coliseo Raul Cintrón Velázquez
Bayamón Parking Coliseo Juan R. Loubriel

August 26, 2022

Ponce Parking Polideportivo Frankie Colón- Los Caobos

Carolina
Parking Polideportivo Guillermo Angulo

Culebra Cancha Bajo Techo Juan De la Cruz

Yabucoa Boulevard del Puerto

August 27, 2022 Canóvanas Parking- The Outlets Mall, Ruta 66

August 2022
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September 2022
DATE MUNICIPALITY LOCATION

September 1, 2022

Río Grande Parking Estadio Ovidio de Jesús
Guaynabo Parking Coliseo Mario Quijote Morales

Moca Castillo Labadie

September 7, 2022

Cidra Parking Estadio Jesús María Freire
Sabana Grande Avenida Orlando López

Juncos Parking Complejo Deportivo Josué “Elevadito” 
González

September 8, 2022

Cabo Rojo Parking  Complejo Deportivo Rebekah Colberg

Patillas Parking Pista Atlética Angelita Lind Suliveras

Lares Parking Coliseo Félix Méndez Acevedo

September 8, 2022
Las Piedras Estacionamiento Antigua Fábrica Intel

Castañer Plaza Pública del Poblado de Castañer

San German Parking Coliseo Arquelio Torres Ramírez

September 14, 2022

Hatillo Parking Coliseo Francisco “Pancho” Deida
Méndez

Lajas Parking Centro Comercial Municipal
Orocovis Parking Coliseo Jesús M. “Tito” Colón Collazo

Villalba Parking Plaza de Festivales

September 15, 2022

Quebradillas Parking Coliseo Raymond Dalmau
Vega Baja Área Recreativa Tortuguero-Estacionamiento del 

Gimnasio Municipal

Guayama Parking Coliseo Dr. Roque Nido Estela

September 16, 2022

Aguada Plaza de Festivales Carlos Ruiz, Desvío Sur

Aguas Buenas Parking Coliseo Samuel “Sammy” Rodríguez

Dorado Gran Parque Ecológico Ecoturístico, El Dorado

Naguabo Plaza Pública

September 21, 2022

Barceloneta Parking Complejo Villa Georgetti
Hormigueros Parking Complejo Deportivo Melanio Bobé

Acevedo
Maunabo Plaza Pública

September 22, 2022 Fajardo Parking Coliseo Tomás Dones
Juana Diaz Parking Coliseo Dolores “Toyita” Martínez

San Juan Parking Estadio Hiram Bithorn
September 23, 2022 Vieques Plaza Pública

Guayanilla Parking Castillo del Niño, Complejo Deportivo

Cayey Parking Estadio Pedro Montañez
September 24, 2022 Trujillo Alto Parking Centro de Gobierno Municipal

September 28, 2022 Gurabo Estadio Municipal Evaristo “Varo” Roldán

Mayagüez Parking Estadio Isidoro “Cholo” García

Vega Alta Parque Pasivo Héctor Flores

September 29, 2022
Coamo Parking Parque Pedro M. Caratini
Manatí Parking Coliseo Municipal
Maricao Coliseo Municipal Alfonso Costa Fornes
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October 2022

DATE MUNICIPALITY LOCATION

October 5, 2022

Las Marías Parking Coliseo Municipal
Aibonito Parking Coliseo José A. Marrón Aponte

Florida
Parking Estadio Municipal Rafael “Fello” Marrero 
Figueroa

San Lorenzo Parking Estadio Cristóbal “Cagüitas” Colón

October 6, 2022

Jayuya Parking Complejo Deportivo Filiberto García 
Comerio Parking Estadio Carlos Bonet 

Barranquitas Parking Cancha Bajo Techo Juan Carlos Berrios
Ciales Parking Coliseo Municipal Raúl “Tinajón” Feliciano

October 7, 2022
Rincón Parking Plaza de la Amistad
Caguas Plaza de Recreo, Santiago R. Palmer
Arecibo Parking Coliseo Manuel Petaca Iguina
Salinas Parking Coliseo Ángel L. “Cholo” Espada
Luquillo Parking del Centro de Arte y Cultura

October 12, 2022
Utuado Parking Parque Ramón Cabañas

Peñuelas Parking Pista Atlética
Morovis Parking Pista Atlética

October 13, 2022

San Sebastián Parking Complejo Deportivo Juan J. “Titi” Beníquez

Arroyo Parking Coliseo Max Sánchez
Loiza Parking Julia de Burgos

Toa Baja Parking Coliseo Antonio R. Barceló

October 14, 2022

Aguadilla Parking Hotel Las Cascadas
Humacao Parking Complejo Deportivo Osvaldo Gil Bosch

Toa Alta Parking Hacienda El Mandril 
Guánica Parking Coliseo Mariano “Tito” Rodríguez

October 19, 2022

Isabela Picadero Efrén Irizarry Lamela
Camuy Parking Peñón Brusi

Naranjito Plaza Publica
Adjuntas Parking Coliseo Rafael Llul Pérez

October 20, 2022
Yauco Parking Estadio Municipal Mario “Ñato” Ramírez

Santa Isabel Parking Coliseo Raúl Cintrón Velázquez
Bayamón Parking Coliseo Juan Ramón Loubriel

October 21, 2022
Añasco Plaza de Recreo
Corozal Parking Parque Howard T. Jason
Ceiba Plaza Pública

Cataño Parking Bahía Viva

October 28, 2022

Ponce Parking Polideportivo Frankie Colón- Los Caobos

Carolina Parking Estadio Roberto Clemente Walker

Culebra Cancha Bajo Techo Juan De la Cruz
Yabucoa Boulevard del Puerto

October 29, 2022 Canóvanas Parking- The Outlets Mall, Ruta 66
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PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
PROPOSED PROJECTS- Nutrition Education

For FY 2023 ADSEF will continue providing NAP

recipients a Nutrition Education Program (NEP).

The program’s principal goal is to outreach

eligible individuals for NAP benefits; to teach

how to make healthy food choices within a

limited budget and choose physically active

lifestyles consistent with the “ Dietary Guidelines

for Americans, 2020-2025 and Online Materials |

Dietary Guidelines for Americans ”, My Plate, and

the Puerto Rico Food Pyramid. The NEP aims to

promote good health and prevent or postpone

the onset of diet-related chronic diseases by

changing the nutrition and physical activity

behaviors of the participants.

To support and reinforce nutrition education

messages for FY 2023, ADSEF will continue re-

take the education campaign, which was

postpone due to the COVID 19 last year. NEP will

disseminate this message to the communities by

using mass public media, internet, and social

networking.

The media campaign will continue to promote a

wellness nutrition program for NAP recipients

and provide educational, promotional materials

and techniques to be able to achieve a more

nutritious diet.

NEP educators’ goals are related with the

following objectives:

 Make half your plate fruits and vegetables,

at least half your grains whole grains and

switch to fat-free or low-fat milk and milk

products as shown My Plate for Healthy

Puerto Rico.

 Maintain appropriate calorie balance

during each stage of life, limiting simple

sugars and high sodium products.

 Help recipients stretch their benefits and

prepare low cost easy, nutritious, and tasty

meals, and take advantage of seasonal

foods.

 Make the communities aware of proper

nutrition can help prevent and manage

chronic and acute condition in Puerto Rico

though NEP.



PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
PROPOSED PROJECTS- Nutrition Education (cont.)

The State agency is responsible for conducting
all the Nutrition Education activities that occurs
in the NAP as outlined in this plan. During next
FY 2023 and in compliance with USDA-FNS
guidance, Puerto Rico NEP will provide the
following:

1. Continue to train Program staff, home
economists and Nutritionist on issues
that strengthen a healthy nutrition
education promotion for NAP participants.

2. Site visits to various certified supermarkets
to evaluate if the products are cost effective
for a NAP participant with a limited budget,
for a healthy menu certified by a nutritionist.

3. Telephone surveys to learn about Family
Card recipients’ food practices in order to
focus and re-evaluate educational strategies
and interventions.

4. Restart site visits to all ten (10)
regions, local offices, family markets, and
food distributions to reach NAP participants,
to distribute information brochures and
educate.

5. about healthy foods and the proper use of
benefits.

6. Use of technology and other visual resources
to promote nutritional information, through
educational capsules, etc.

7. Develop monthly statistics’ reports on people
impacted by our educational program.

8. Continue Child Care Food Program annual
support by promoting nutritional education
to care providers.

9. Continue supporting ADFAN’s Elderly
Multiple Activity Centers (CAMPEA) by
reviewing their certified menu.

10. Establish collaborative efforts with local
universities, the medical association, and
the Food and Nutrition Commission to
address the challenges of collecting
population’s obesity data.

Target Populations

Since the target population is NAP
recipients, the characteristics described in
the NAP State Plan of Operation, remain the
same.

Diet Patterns

The NEP in addition to providing education
services also monitors trends and dietary
patterns of the NAP recipients. NEP
educators provide orientations,
questionnaires, and informative sheets in
most of the activities they perform.

Obesity Trends

Today, we experience a different lifestyle.
Also, portion sizes are now two to five times
larger than they were in years past.

Health Impact
According to the National Vital Statistics
Report of the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta, Georgia
inadequate eating habits are identified as
one of the major health risks associated
with the top four among the ten leading
causes of death. Overweight and obesity
are conditions related with the pre-
disposition to develop other chronic
diseases.



PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
PROPOSED PROJECTS- Nutrition Education (cont.)

Nutrition Capsules
Educational capsules using public figures,
professionals on the field of nutrition, chefs,
doctors, and trainers will be created to
reinforce positive messages and lifestyles. The
capsules are targeted to all the population
and will have a multimedia approach, using
social media, local television, and radio.
The educational campaign will also use a
multimedia approach with paid media
strategies in radio, television and digital
media intended to promote the proper use of
NAP benefits, prevent fraud, and promote
healthy choices. The paid media messages will
be reinforced with nonpaid media strategies in
TV, radio, print media and digital outlets.

Recipe Cards
Nutrition educational efforts will also use
digital and print recipe cards with a variety of
healthy Puerto Rican recipes to be shared
through social media and in events to be
distributed among the NAP recipients. Recipes
include USDA Foods made available in food
distributions. The cards will be reviewed and
updated with new recipes that will help in
menu planning and educate all members of
the family to commit to better nutritional
choices.

Web-Site Enhancement
The ADSEF portal will have a section solely
dedicated to nutrition education accessible to
NAP participants and the general public. Events,
educational videos, and recipes will also be
shared through the website, promoting
healthy choices and active lifestyles for a
better wellbeing. The information prepared and
shared in the portal will have updated
nutritional information, and interactive activities
for all family members with a links to other
relevant sites. This link will also be available
through a mobile application, that will be
developed for those that do not have access to
a computer but have a cell phone.

Nutrition Education online
Educational capsules for social media
and public local television station, using
public figures, professionals on the field of
nutrition, chefs, doctors, and trainers will
be created to reinforce positive
messages and lifestyles. The capsules
are targeted to all the population and
will have a multimedia approach, using
social media, local television, and radio.
The educational campaign will also use a
multimedia approach with paid media
strategies in radio, television and digital
media intended to promote the proper use
of NAP benefits, prevent fraud, and
promote healthy choices. The paid media
messages will be reinforced with non-paid
media strategies in TV, radio, print media
and digital outlets.
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CRITERIA FOR NAP FUNDS DISTRIBUTION

CALL CENTER

STATUS: Currently the PR General Services Administration (in Spanish-ASG) is in the process of

receiving proposals from bidders to select ADSEF new NAP call center. Once the process is

completed, and the best bidder is selected ADSEF will send the draft contract and information

to FNS for approval.

The call center’s staff will be prepared to provide orientation on eligibility requirements,

respond to program inquiries, general guidance on certification services, seek assistance

with the ADSEF Digital system; request assistance if the caller does not have access to a

computer or other technology to fill out an application for food assistance, and attend

complaints regarding possible violations to Regulation 8684 (NAP Regulation) and 8857 (NAP

Retailers Regulation). In addition, the call center could be used to report client and retailer

fraud. Once the call center’s representative receives the complaint, they will refer it to the

Director of the Programmatic Integrity Division (Spanish acronym, DIP). In terms of the

eligibility process, the operators will have access to ADSEF Digital to determine eligibility

through the Family and Individual Benefit System (SIBIF, Spanish Acronym). After the pre-

determination of eligibility, an appointment will be scheduled through TURNOS.PR not later

than ten (10) working days for completing the application process. The call center’s operational

hours will be from 8:00 am to 5:00 PM, Monday to Friday. All calls to the center will be free of

charge.
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PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
PROPOSED PROJECTS - Work Requirement

ADSEF has been working towards the

implementation of a Work Requirement for NAP

participants that are able to work and have no

dependents. To achieve this objective the

Department of the Family started a two (2) years

phase Implementation process which started in

July 2021.

To comply with the Work Requirement, ADSEF

needs to complete the NAP participants

certification and re-certification process in order

to identify eligible NAP participants. Due to

several situations encountered with the

implementation of the ADSEF Digital system the

certification process has taken longer, however

we estimate that it will be completed by

November 2022.

Nevertheless, ADSEF has been working parallel

with FNS on training the agency’s staff on the

basis of implementing a work requirement.

In addition , ADSEF is establishing collaborative

agreements with the PR WIOA office, located at

the Economic Development Department. NAP

ABWADs will have to register in the WIOA job

system to access all jobs, trainings and education

available to them.

As part of the planning phase the following
processes are being implemented or in
progress:

1. Working to Identify ABAWDS resulting

from NAP participants’ review process.

2. Participating in trainings provided by FNS

related to program’s eligibility,

requirements and the Education and

training program.

4) Meetings with the PR Department of Labor

and Economic Development to establish

coordination to develop the E&T program.



PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
PROPOSED PROJECTS - Work Requirement

For this 2023 State Plan of Operations ADSEF

aims to continue with the implementation of the

Work Requirement by completing the following:

1. Complete certification and reviews of NAP

participants that entered during the COVID-

19 pandemic.

2. Complete ADSEF administrative staff

trainings on work requirement standards and

start with local offices personnel.

3. Start with ADSEF orientation campaign for

NAP ABAWDs.

4. Start referring NAP eligible participants to

the PR WIOA regional offices to receive work

or training placement services.

5. Develop agreements with other state

agencies to coordinate participants related

services.

6. Start developing the E&T curricula through

the coordination with WIOA, universities and

higher education institutions.
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PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
PROPOSED PROJECTS – ADSEF Digital

ADSEF will continue the implementation and
trainings for this application. This is an
improved and updated version of SIBIF.

In addition to the online NAP applications, the
program will allow caseworkers and technicians
to revise cases, make changes, closeouts,
request certifications and/or forms.

During the current year, ADSEF completed the
implementation of ADSEF digital, and is
currently training all personal at local and
regional offices.

In addition, has started the outreach and
orientation campaign at eligible food
retailers. ADSEF will continue informing
participants island wide on how to use the
system to apply for benefits, make changes to
their household’s composition, report lost
cards, changes in address, among others.

Included with this SPO you will find the
complete calendar of public orientations held
at food retailers.

The agency is committed to improve ADSEF
Digital program until its performance is optimal.

Appendix A is a complete description of the
registration, and uses of ADSEF Digital .

Picture taking at an ADSEF Digital orientation in Carolina, PR on 
August 3, 2022
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PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
PROPOSED PROJECTS – RMP

For this 2023 ADSEF proposes to implement a pilot
project of Restaurant Meals Program for NAP
participants with special needs.

The Puerto Rico Restaurant Meals Program (PR-RMP)
is an alternative for NAP specific populations who
may be unable to prepare meals for themselves or
who do not have a permanent dwelling where they
can prepare their own meals.

Puerto Rico has a total of 486,079 NAP registered
participants from different population groups that
might be eligible to participate in the PR-RMP.

From this total 394,254 participants are elder, 88,294
are disabled and 3,531 are homeless. The
municipalities with largest concentration of elder
NAP participants is Bayamon with 57,862, followed
by Ponce with 55,989. Regarding the participants
with some type of disability the municipality of
Arecibo has the highest concentration with 14,471
participants followed by Bayamon with 13,317. The
last group of participants that conform the
populations with special needs is the homeless. The
municipality with the greater concentration is San
Juan with 1,572 participants followed by Caguas with
a total of 350 homeless NAP participants.

During the last five (5) years Puerto Ricans have
encountered situations that have impacted their
economic and social stability. Natural disasters, a
COVID-19 pandemic, and its aftereffects; a
government bankruptcy, which has caused economic
and social distress among the most vulnerable
populations. Food insecurity, unemployment,
homelessness, increase in domestic and gender
violence, and child, elder, and disabled abuse are
important indicators of a distressed society.

Region Elderly Disabled Homeless
AGUADILLA 32,783 7,568 45
ARECIBO 51,446 14,471 273
BAYAMON 57,862 13,317 281
CAGUAS 38,409 8,656 350
CAROLINA 34,318 5,819 229
GUAYAMA 21,165 6,592 87
HUMACAO 31,577 9,316 239
MAYAGÜEZ 34,735 5,657 184
PONCE 55,989 11,539 271
SAN JUAN 35,970 5,359 1,572
Grand Total 394,254 88,294 3,531

NAP Participant’s Eligibility
To be eligible for the PR-RMP NAP
participants will have to be residents of the
municipalities of Bayamon, Arecibo or San
Juan, and belong to one of the populations
with special needs selected.

Restaurants’ Eligibility and Selection Process
ADSEF will Consult with the ASORES (one of
the restaurants’ association) and others,
association for assistance in identifying
specific retailers who would best serve the
target population in the areas selected.

The following criteria will be provided to the
ASORES to help them identify possible
restaurants’ participation in the program.
These may include, but is not limited to:
1. Available healthy menu options.
2. Certain number of restaurants within a

given radius of target populations.
3. Proposed concessional pricing.
4. Restaurant characteristics, such as

available seating, take-out, drive-thru,
priority seating, access to public
transportation, among others.



PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
PROPOSED PROJECTS – RMP

Restaurants’ Responsibilities
Restaurants interested in participate in the PR-RMP
will have to sign a memorandum of understanding
(MOU) with ADSEF accepting their responsibilities
and requirements of the program.

The following list details those responsibilities with
the RMP program:

 Not be operating as, or co-located, with a bar, 
tavern, casino, lottery, hemp or CBD retailer, 
even if allowed under PR State law.

 Not charge sales tax to recipients purchasing 
meals. 

 Have 50% or more gross sales in foods cooked, 
prepared, or heated on-site by the restaurant 
before or after purchase and not sell a majority 
of accessory food items. 

 Offer meals at concessional pricing to eligible 
NAP clients.

 Sign an MOU with the PR ADSEF/DFAM.
 Obtain an application (ADSEF will be using a 

revised version of FNS 252-2) from the NAP 
Retailer’s  Office within ADSEF and provide any 
information needed for authorization, 
including: 
 Copy of the MOU signed with ADSEF. 

(No applications will be accepted without 
the signed MOU.)

 Copy of a valid business license.
 Copy of the SSN card and photo 

identification for all owners/partners, or 
all officers of a private corporation. 

 Business records that show the 
restaurant has more than 50 percent 
total gross retail sales in hot and/or cold 
prepared foods.  

 Obtain point-of-sale equipment and services to 
accept EBT cards. 

 Meet ADSEF training requirements. (ADSEF will 
adapt FNS Retailers training materials to the 
NAP)

Retailers and NAP Participants’ Trainings
ADSEF will develop a training component for 
participating restaurants and NAP clients, 
including:
 Visible signs to display in restaurants

to inform clients of participating
restaurants.

 Training materials for restaurant
employees to understand the policy
on concessional pricing, menu
options, process for accepting EBT
cards, and where to direct clients if
they have RMP eligibility questions
or their EBT card doesn’t work.

 Notifying eligible NAP clients that the
program exists and how and where
they can find updates and
information about participating
restaurants.
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PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
PROPOSED PROJECTS – NAP MOBILE SERVICES

For this State Plan of Operations 2023, ADSEF

proposes to acquire a mobile office vehicle for

taking NAP services to isolated communities,

hard to serve, and disaster distress areas.

History has demonstrated that Puerto Rico is the

path of natural disasters (hurricanes, storms,

earthquakes) that have affected the island’s

access to basic services for weeks (Hurricane

Maria-September 2017) Therefore, ADSEF aims

to establish a mobile office unit capable of

providing island-wide disaster response, NAP

services and assistance, and outreach. These

mobile services will allow ADSEF to quickly

deploy to areas in need, ranging from rural and

underserved areas to events of catastrophic

proportions.

The mobile office will provide the following

services:

1. NAP applications

2. EBT NAP card on site

3. Verify NAP benefits status

4. Verify balances

5. Household’s composition changes.

6. Establish appointments

7. Coordinate other program services

Mobile Office Unit Specifications

ADSEF has contacted the PR General Office

Administration to inquire about the cost of this

type of unit. The vehicle approximate price is

$500,000. In addition, ADSEF has requested a

quote for a mobile EBT card printer. This

equipment will give NAP participants

immediate access to the EBT card in case of an

emergency, lost or emergency benefits

approval. Participants would not have to wait

for a card to arrive by mail or attend a local

office during a declared emergency to pick up a

benefits card.

Picture was taken nu ADSEF staff  in January 2018, during NAP relief  
services to participants at different locations of the island. 
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PROPOSED PROJECTS – NAP MOBILE SERVICES

In addition , the unit will be equipped with

satellite Wi-Fi internet, several working stations,

a bathroom, wide screen TV, outside tent, small

refrigerator, and additional folding chairs and

tables (folding chairs and tables are already

available within ADSEF’s property) to set up an

outside waiting area. The Mobile Office Unit will

be labeled with the Government of PR logo,

ADSEF, and will include reference to the NAP and

FNS funding.

In addition to the declared emergencies, ADSEF

will use the Mobile Office Unit to reach out to

participants living in hard to serve low- income

communities, rural areas, or isolated

communities with high concentration of special

NAP populations (elderly, disabled, homeless)

that because of their condition is too difficult to

assist to a local office or access ADSEF Digital,

due to their condition or location.

For these cases, ADSEF will coordinate prepare

monthly calendars to visit these communities,

and will notify participants of the dates, hours

and location of the Mobile Office Unit.

Project Outreach
Once the Mobile Unit Office is ready,
ADSEF will prepare and disseminate an
outreach campaign in collaboration with
municipalities, to announce the services
that will e available.

ADSEF will use public media, free media
and other resources to inform about
calendars, services, and locations where
the unit will be assisting participants.

Monitoring Reviews
ADSEF will assign monitoring reviews of
the use of the mobile office unit to ensure
that all activities strictly comply with NAP’s
regulations as well as federal and state
regulations.

Picture taken at a rural community after Hurricane Maria  September 
2017.
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PROPOSED PROJECTS – Purchases Online

ADSEF will continue the implementation of the

next stage of the Purchases Online project.

Currently NAP participants can select their

groceries in selected food retailers through their

online sites. However, this transaction could only

be completed at the retailers’ location. Even

though NAP participants can select and separate

their groceries online, the system does not

provide for completing and paying the

transaction, meaning that the participants must

go physically to the retailers store to pay and

pick-up their food.

During the period of this state plan ADSEF

intends to complete a pilot project with two (2)

food retailers in Puerto Rico, Walmart Super-

centers and ECONO Supermarkets. Both retailers

will be meeting with EVERTEC (EBT provider),

and ADSEF for program details. ADEF will

coordinate a meeting with FNS and EVERTEC to

ensure that all the details, and program

requirements are met, before officially starting

the project.

PR intends to continue developing this next

stage as a pilot project for a period of six (6)

months to ensure that it has acceptance among

NAP participants, and that benefits our

participants.

Purchases Online Details

Food retailers participating in this pilot

program will have to ensure that NAP EBT

cards are not use to pay for delivery services

and any other charges that are not related to

the direct cost of food. If a participant

requests the delivery of the goods, the cost of

this services will have to be paid using

another payment method, different from

their NAP EBT card.

ADSEF will monitor the retailers and

participants use of the NAP EBT card to

ensure that they fall into the program’s

regulations.
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PROPOSED PROJECTS – DIGITALIZATION

ADESF has programmed to start the

digitalization of all NAP documents and files

during this fiscal year.

To better assist the program participants

through the ADSEF Digital system, caseworkers

must have their participants files digitalize. This

will give them prompt access to each case file

and will accelerate the process and reduce the

participants’ time waiting.

ADSEF has requested state funds to start the

process, that has been estimated in

approximately $12 million dollars the complete

process that include equipment, and software.

Depending the source and flow of funding

available for executing this project, it could be

separated in two (2) phases, starting with the

participant’s active files.

During this process, ADSEF will consult different

agencies within PR state government, including

the DMV to gather information on the systems

used. This could lower the costs. In addition, the

San Diego HHS office, has offered advise and

information related to their Imaging Center.

ADSEF will analyze all the available options to

choose the one is best for the agency and the

program’s objectives.

The agency aims to establish in the future a

Virtual Imaging Center to process and

digitalize all NAP documents and files.

However, because of the lack of additional

funding and resources, will start with those

documents needed to attend NAP

participants on a quick and efficient way.
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PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
PROPOSED PROJECTS – Outreach & Communications

A comprehensive media plan will be designed for the

mass dissemination of the NEP through the Island.

This plan will include strategies and tactics to achieve

a 360-degree approach that includes both paid and

non-paid media. The focus will be educating families

on the proper use of NAP benefits, prevent fraud,

best nutritional choices and staying physically active.

Press releases will be used for mass dissemination in

the media to announce the different efforts. This

may be combined with press conferences and

interviews with spokespersons or experts in related

matters. In this effort, the official social media

properties of the Department in Facebook and

Twitter will be integrated.

Paid efforts will also be made to provide nutrition

and healthy lifestyle information. These can include

digital-programmatic advertising, billboards,

traditional news outlets such as newspapers, and

their digital properties, local television, radio

integrations, among others. Some of the efforts may

include, but are not limited to:

 Video Capsules

Development, production, and dissemination

of nutritional capsules through official social

media of the Department of Families and WIPR

(Government of Puerto Rico TV station).

 Paid radio integrations

 Paid Media in newspapers and their digital

properties (articles about healthy lifestyles,

etc.)

 Billboards

 Promotional items

Will include different useful items such as

cups, recipe cards, food purchasing planning

notebook, coloring books, etc. will be

distributed in services fairs, local offices,

schools, supermarkets, special presentations,

ADSEF´s Family Markets, and other events to

be determined that can impact low

moderate-income communities. All

developed items will have a direct

connection to nutrition education and general

wellbeing, with ADSEF logo, a unique

branding and look and feel.

 Calendar

May include promotion of the Family

Markets, seasonal products, harvest, and

public nutritional habits to encourage

healthy alternatives and motivation.
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PROPOSED PROJECTS – Outreach & Communications (cont.)

To maximize these efforts, resources such as licensed

nutritionists, chefs, personal trainers, and public figures will be

integrated to better disseminate the key messages. The public

figures will be selected to appeal different segments of the

populations, for example, infants and young children,

adolescents and young adults, and older adults. They can be

renown local celebrities like athletes, television presenters or

actors with a recognition factor for each of these population

segments.

In an additional effort, ADSEF will sign a memorandum of

understanding (MOU) with the state education agency, the

Department of Education of Puerto Rico, with the purpose of

offering the collaboration of ADSEF licensed nutritionists in the

public school system. In its first phase, the elementary school

students will receive education in nutrition and food, through

puppets and characters with the support of licensed

nutritionists. Four schools per educational region will be

chosen for this phase and the program will later extend to

more educational centers.
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FOR BUDGET AND DETAILS PLEASE REFER TO ATTACHED EXCEL DOCUMENT.
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PR NAP STATE PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY 2023
DISCLOSURES

Disclosure

Use or disclosure of information from applicant household records, exclusively for the program, shall be
restricted to persons directly connected with the administration of enforcement of the provisions for
the Nutrition Assistance Program, or with other Federal or federally aided means- tested programs.

Non-Discrimination & Civil Rights

In accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Public Law 88-352), section 11 (c) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977, as amended, the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (Public Law-135), FNS instruction
113-1 and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-11, section 504) and all requirements
composed by the regulation issues pursuant to these Acts by the Department of Agriculture to the
effect that, no person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, national origin, sex, age
and disability, or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity in any program or activity conducted or
funded by USDA. be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subject to
discrimination under the Nutrition Assistance Program.

Persons with disabilities who require alternative means of communication for program information (e.g.,
Braille, large print, audiotape, American Sign Language), should contact the agency (state or local) where
they applied for benefits. Individuals who are deaf, hard of hearing or have speech disabilities may
contact USDA through the Federal Relay Service at (800) 877-8339. Additionally, program information
may be made available in languages other than English.

To file a program complaint of discrimination, complete the USDA Program Discrimination
Complaint Form, (AD-3027) found online at: How to File a Complaint, and at any USDA office, or write a
letter addressed to USDA and provide in the letter all of the information requested in the form. To
request a copy of the complaint form, call (866) 632-9992. Submit your completed form or letter to USDA
by:

Mail: U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights

1400 Independence Avenue, SW 
Washington, D.C. 20250-9410;

fax: (202) 690-7442; or
email: program.intake@usda.gov.

This institution is an equal opportunity provider.

mailto:program.intake@usda.gov
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